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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The BIONETS project aims at offering bio-inspired approaches to autonomic services in pervasive environments. Evolution is an important property of autonomic systems: without evolution,
the system cannot fully cater for its own operation, therefore is not fully self-managed, thus not
fully autonomic.
Evolution in an autonomic communication system should happen in an on-line and distributed
way. It is an open-ended, long-term process in which the system is continuously undergoing selfoptimisation, i.e., transforming itself to comply to significant changes in requirements or in the
environment. Evolution goes beyond short-time reactive adaptations that are pre-programmed in
the system and for which well-known techniques can be employed. This is a challenging research
topic: currently little has been done in evolving complex interacting systems during their own
operation.
In this deliverable we report our first insights in this domain, as an outcome of Task 2.2.2 in
WP2.2. We present a generic framework for the evolution of protocols and services which will be
then specialised for the case of high-level services in WP3.2, and of network protocols in WP1.2.
Evolution in our context is the result of a combined process involving transformation operations,
fitness evaluation, selection with competitive pressure, and communication. Contrary to traditional
evolutionary computing, communication is at the centre of the evolution process: it is used to
exchange information for transformation purposes, to spread good service variants, and for fitness
evaluation feedback.
We study evolution from two perspectives: micro-evolution and macro-evolution.

Micro-

evolution looks at local small-scale operations, while the macro-scale studies the global impact
of the micro-scale actions. These two views complement each other and thus must be integrated.
For that we adopt an approach that combines genetics and chemical computing. At the microscale, we are working on a chemical programming language in which program transformations can
be expressed in a natural way. Systems biology, evolutionary games and stochastic processes provide tools for analysis of the system at a macro-scale. As a first attempt to bind the two scales
together, a graph model for evolutionary interactions is proposed, which takes into account the
specific communication characteristics of the BIONETS network.
The next steps are now to apply these insights to services in BIONETS WP3.2 and protocols
in WP1.2, to evaluate the performance of evolutionary protocols in WP1.3, and to elaborate on
adaptive and evolutionary security within WP4. Some of these activities are already in progress,
for instance, the integration of evolution within the service lifecycle: BIONETS services are being
designed such that they are constantly being evaluated and selected. This creates a competitive
pressure that provides an incentive for the service to perform self-optimising transformations that
may ultimately lead to truly autonomic services.
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Introduction

The BIONETS project is set up in the context of pervasive environments in which billions of devices
exchange information in a decentralised way. The scale and complexity of such environments is
such that they cannot rely on manual operation and management. An autonomic or self-managing
approach is needed. BIONETS investigates bio-inspired solutions to autonomics in such context.
We argue that evolution is an important property of autonomic systems: if the system is not
able to evolve to match new needs and situations, then someone must come and update or replace
it when it becomes unsuitable, therefore the system is not fully autonomic, as it cannot fully cater
for its own operation.
BIONETS investigates solutions based on genetic transformations and natural selection, in
order to devise methods to make services evolve in pervasive environments. Evolution should
happen in an unsupervised way, triggered only by the need of the service to “survive” in the
environment by achieving a high fitness, implying high user satisfaction marks.
This is a challenging research topic, as currently little has been done in evolving complex
interacting systems during their own operation, and in a totally decentralised manner.
In this deliverable we report our first insights in this domain, as an outcome of Task 2.2.2 in
WP2.2. We put together a generic framework for the evolution of protocols and services which
will be then specialised for the case of high-level services in WP3.2, and of network protocols in
WP1.2. Although the evolution of services is the focus of BIONETS, evolving network protocols is
also important, since the underlying protocols in an autonomic system must also be able to evolve
to match the needs of the evolving services.
The deliverable is organised as follows: We start with a description of the general context of
BIONETS in Section 2, in order to motivate the need for automated evolution. Section 3 then
states the problem we are trying to solve, our assumptions to simplify it, the requirements for
the proposed solutions, together with some basic definitions. Section 4 breaks the problem into
two levels at which basic building blocks for designing self-evolving services need to be defined and
characterised. Section 5 presents an overview of the selected building blocks at the micro level, and
our insights on potential ways to use them to obtain solutions. The same analysis is carried out
for evolution at the macro level, and reported in Section 6. Section 7 presents a generic evolution
framework using some of these building blocks. This framework is a placeholder for more specific
instantiations of services and protocols that could then be studied in WP3.2 and WP1.2, therefore
constitutes a relevant source of input for these workpackages.
UPDATE: 2nd Edition, June 2007: A new section was added upon request from our
reviewers during the First Project Review in Zurich, March 2007: Section 8 presents
a research roadmap for service and protocol evolution in the BIONETS context using
the framework described in Section 7.
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Pervasive Environments

The target scenarios are pervasive computing/communication environments [126], characterised
by a huge number of embedded devices with sensing/identifying capabilities, able to provide
the necessary support to context-aware services. These scenarios are characterised by scale and
complexity figures which challenge the current approaches to networking and service provisioning/management.
First, in terms of networking it is practically not feasible to build a fully connected system.
This comes, on one hand, from the unpredictability of channel fluctuations and device mobility
patterns, which lead to the necessity of designing a robust system, able to work without taking
connectivity for granted. On the other hand, this comes as a natural design choice, based on some
theoretical work which showed that (i) fully connected networks scale poorly [56] (ii) giving up the
connectivity constraint a scalable network model.
In particular, Gupta and Kumar showed in their seminal work that, given a wireless network
consisting of n devices, half of them acting as sources and the other ones³ as destinations,
uniformly
´
distributed on a plane, the per-connection throughput λ(n) scales Θ

√ 1
n log n

with probability

approaching 1 as n → +∞. This results was obtained considering the optimal scaling law for
the transmission power of devices (considered fixed for all nodes). Taking power
into
³ control
´
1
√
consideration does not help much, leading to a scaling of the form λ(n) = Θ
[128]. In
n
both cases, we see that λ(n) → 0 as n → +∞. This result arose a fundamental issue in the
networking community, since it claims that wireless networks cannot scale. This tackles the basic
idea underlying all research on pervasive computing, i.e., that myriads of devices could be connected
via wireless links. A more careful analysis of the results in [56] shows where the issue comes from.
Indeed, the limits on the throughput comes from the necessity
q of keeping a rather large transmission
power (such that the communication range can scale as

log n+c(n)
,
n

c(n) diverging as n grows)

in order to keep the network connected [98]. Such transmission power limits the spatial reuse
of the network, leading to the pessimistic results in [56]. A way to overcome such problem was
first proposed by Grossglauser and Tse [55], which showed how, exploiting nodes mobility and
employing a two-hop relaying strategy, a throughput of the order Θ(1) could be achieved. This is
obtained giving up the connectivity requirement and exploiting the devices mobility to “spread”
messages in the network. The picture was then closed by Franceschetti et al. [45], who showed
that even in a static network, allowing a small number of devices to be disconnected, a scalable
transport network system can be build.
The BIONETS system is therefore designed to operate in the absence of a fully connected
network. A snapshot of the network would look like an archipelago, where a myriad of islands
(each composed by a limited number of connected nodes) will exist. The mobility of (a subset
of) the nodes will be used to ensure system-wide spreading of information by means of a suitable
opportunistic forwarding scheme [35, 65]. These techniques are based on store-copy-and-forward
operations, where a node which gets one message not destined to it stores it and releases a copy of
the message to (a subset of) the nodes it encounters, giving rise to a sort of epidemic spreading.
In such system, there is a clear tradeoff between the delay that can be tolerated by an application
Public
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and the level of “connectivity” seen by the application itself (in that over a longer time interval
a large number of meetings among nodes takes place). A more detailed picture of the BIONETS
underlying network architecture can be found in [30], and in BIONETS deliverables D1.1.1 [89]
and D1.2.1 [97].
Second, we need to face the problems related to service provisioning over such large-scale disconnected networks. Conventional centralised (or infrastructure-based, e.g., Web Services) solutions
cannot work, since they do not fit well the disconnected architectural assumption of BIONETS.
Moreover, aside from the provision of individual services, system-wide control of the behaviour
of the running services would still be needed, a task of unsurmountable complexity. One possible approach to cope with such issues is to resort to autonomicity as the paradigm for designing
services able to self-organise into a purposeful system. While the self-∗ properties of autonomic
systems [70] would provide the necessary features for obtaining an unsupervised system able to
achieve a given desired behaviour, there is no clear consensus in the research community on how
to actually design systems able to show these properties. One of the most promising research lines
is to draw inspiration from biology to introduce novel design guidelines for systems able to show an
autonomic behaviour [88]. The reasoning behind such choice is that nature has been successful in
dealing with scale and complexity issues, leading to the arising of ecosystems able to self-sustain
in the absence of a central control. In particular, evolution, understood as the ability to develop
new functionalities, represents a key requirement for autonomic services, in order to let them be
able to adapt to new, unpredictable, operating situations.
The BIONETS project is therefore seeking ways of introducing services able to evolve without
requiring manual intervention, while at the same time being resilient to network failures and
disconnections.
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Problem Statement and Roadmap

3.1

Definitions

First of all, we must distinguish between adaptation and evolution. In nature, living organisms are
able to adapt to their environment to some extent, e.g. to escape predators or to search for food.
However, if conditions change drastically, the adaptation capabilities reach their limits, for example,
a fish cannot survive outside water. In the long term, however, primitive fishes have evolved to
different organisms able to walk on earth and breath air, thus evolving new functionalities not
present before.
Coming back to software systems, we define adaptation as the ability of a system to tune its
behaviour to the current environment in a short time scale, following a hard-wired closed-loop
algorithm. Evolution is a longer-term form of adaptation that leads to new functionality not
previously engineered into the system. Evolution implies generations, with individuals changing
in discrete steps from one generation to the next. Individuals from different generations may have
different sets of functionalities.

3.2

Problem Statement

Many adaptive algorithms and protocols exist today. One of the most famous examples is TCP
congestion control [64], in which a source adapts its sending rate to fit the bottleneck bandwidth
in the network. There is already a considerable body of research in adaptive schemes, with solid
results, so the problem is relatively well understood. The same is not true for evolution. We still
do not know exactly how to build software systems that are able to truly evolve by themselves once
deployed. Most of the evolution tasks are handled by humans, in the form of software updates
that bring new features or fix bugs. Automated evolution would ultimately lead to systems that
are able to reprogram themselves automatically in response to new user requirements or radical
environment changes. The benefits would be significant, with reduced reaction time to needed
updates, leading to increased reliability and ease of use. However this is a challenging research
problem with no generic short-term solution in sight.
In BIONETS we would like to obtain services that evolve by themselves (at least to some
extent) to match new needs, and that at the same time cause the underlying network protocols to
evolve to match the new services. Better evolved services should spread further in the network,
reaching regions where they are needed, while bad or obsolete services should naturally die out.
All this should happen during the operation of the services, without disrupting it. We are aware
that the problem is complex and challenging. Therefore we face it by making some simplifying
assumptions and then adopting a step-by-step, incremental approach.

3.3

Assumptions

We start with working service and protocol implementations. Therefore we do not attempt at
solving the program synthesis problem (generating programs automatically [80, 103]), but focus
on the on-line evolution problem which consists in improving programs during their operation, by
Public
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spawning new generations of programs which are better than before, without relying on off-line
reengineering and reimplementation.
We focus on services for pervasive environments as a first priority, and secondly on the underlying network protocols supporting these services. Therefore we do not attempt to solve the on-line
evolution problem for generic software, but only for a specific category of software: communication
software, communication being there either to support user communication through higher-level
services or lower-level network protocols.

3.4

Roadmap

We break the problem of on-line service and protocol evolution into a number of steps of increasing
impact and complexity. The steps are shown in Figure 1 and can be described as follows:
(i) Self-optimisation of parameters at run-time: In this first step, the service implementation
does not change, but the system tries to find the optimum combination of parameter values
that is best suited to a given environment. It is well-known that tuning parameters in
protocols is a difficult problem: the number of parameters may be large, and it is often
difficult to find rules to always obtain the best operating points for all situations. We envisage
a solution based on an asynchronous distributed genetic algorithm approach, as described in
Section 7. The set of parameters associated to a given service represents the genome that is
exchanged in an opportunistic fashion when devices meet, giving rise to a new generation of
services. The convergence properties of such mechanism have been preliminarily analysed in
[32] and are summarised in Section 6.2.
(ii) Automatic composition of service/protocol building blocks: In this second step, the system
seeks the optimal combination of existing building blocks to obtain the desired service or
protocol. As with the first step, the implementation inside each block does not change.
However, now the overall composition of the service/protocol changes, which can be seen as
an implementation change at scale of the complete service/protocol. This task can build on
our preliminary genetic programming experiments [130] and on results from the DBE project
[42]. The experiments in [130] are summarised in Section 5.3.1, and have revealed that a form
of genetic operator used in nature, namely crossover by homologous recombination, is a useful
metaphor for recombining building blocks in such a way that the chance of obtaining a viable
individual (i.e. working program) is high.
(iii) Automatic generation of inter-component glue logic: This step is complementary to step (ii)
above. While step (ii) assumes that the service/protocol interfaces do not change, step (iii)
allows for the interfaces to evolve as well. This requires some glue logic to be automatically
generated, in order to neutralise potential syntactic incompatibilities between components.
Some related work on evolving interfaces for compatibility can be found in [109]. However the
process is not yet fully automated. In BIONETS, an approach based on genetic programming
could be used to generate the small code fragments necessary to interconnect components.
This is still to be investigated, also in connection with the DBE project [42].
Public
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(iv) Automated code generation: This is the most ambitious step, in which full building blocks
could be generated from scratch. This is by far the most ambitious and risky step, and the
solutions that BIONETS might provide here will certainly be only limited. WP2.2 Task
2.2.3 (starting M13) will deal with this topic, using an approach inspired by gene expression
in cells, applied to the automatic generation of code from models: the DNA represents the
high-level semantics of a component, that is manipulated by genetic operators, and gene
expression-like mechanisms translate these functional specifications into running code. Our
preliminary experiments [130] indicated that a promising research direction might be to combine genetic programming with deterministic and/or formal techniques for generating code
automatically, so that new code could be generated in response to a change in specification. Moreover missing or damaged parts could be automatically regenerated from the same
specifications, analogous to the way genes are expressed when needed. This would add a selfhealing dimension to the system. Furthermore, chemical models as described in Sections 5.2
and 5.3 can on one hand provide programming languages that are robust to transformations,
and on the other hand the tools to analyse and steer the evolution process in order to make

Potential impact/
Performance enhancements

sure it converges to the desired operating point. This will be further discussed in Section 5.2.

gene expression for
automated code generation
online composition of
service/protocol building blocks
generation of inter−component
glue logic

distributed runtime
self−optimization of parameters
Time/Complexity

Figure 1: Roadmap for service/protocol evolution in BIONETS and beyond.
A preliminary version of this sequence of steps appeared in the BIONETS project proposal,
and was later refined and published in [88]. We now have a better understanding of this breakdown
structure, which is reflected in the new description above. Probably not all the aspects of each
step will be covered within the project, but at least some stepstones and foundation work will be
laid, and evolution experiments will be performed.
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Building Blocks for Self-Evolving Communication Systems

When trying to identify the building blocks for designing and implementing self-evolving communication systems, we can distinguish between two “levels” at which evolution may take place. The
first one is the micro-level, which refers to evolution taking place at the individual service/program
level, while the second one refers to a system-wide scale. Evolution at the macro level comes as a
consequence of evolution at the micro level, coupled with interactions among micro-level components.
As a first step towards identifying useful building blocks, we thoroughly reviewed several potential approaches in the related literature, and explored in more depth those which appeared more
promising.
In a second phase we tried to extract the essence of on-line evolution by bridging together
biology and computer science: evolutionary and chemical computing lie at this intersection, and
the advantage of combining them together is to have a system that can easily manipulate code and
data in a seamless way, and in which code transformations are a rule rather than an exception.
In next two sections (Sections 5 and 6) we synthesise the outcome of these initial exploration
and selection phases for the micro and macro levels, respectively. We review existing approaches
from literature as well as from our own previous research work, and evaluate potential elements of
a solution to the on-line evolution problem. We start by describing micro- and macro-evolution in
more detail in Section 4.1 below.

4.1

Evolution at Microscopic and Macroscopic Scales

In a pervasive environment, distributed on-line evolution can be viewed from a macroscopic or
microscopic perspective. At a microscopic level we see individual programs implementing a given
service or protocol. A macroscopic perspective offers a system-wide view, in which different services
coexist and interact (cooperating or competing) as in a digital ecosystem [42]. The two scales have
different dynamics and require different tools to be modelled and analysed. At the micro scale,
we deal with program transformations, from self-tuning of some running parameters up to selfgeneration of code. At the macro scale we observe how successfully services replicate and propagate
throughout the network, how competing services share resources, whether and how cooperation is
built in some regions, etc.
Both perspectives are needed to engineer a system that can be then left to evolve on its own.
Since we are dealing with a large-scale complex system, where a large number of mutually interacting dynamical entities coexist, the study of the micro level is not sufficient for understanding/predicting the behaviour on a system-wide scale. On the other hand, the study of the macroscopic behaviour alone is not sufficient to derive the necessary program transformations that will
lead to optimum performance at both macro and micro levels. Therefore both perspectives must
be integrated in our evolution framework, as will be discussed in Section 7.
We can therefore divide our evolution research into two parts:
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• Micro-evolution: The study of micro-behaviours and the necessary program transformations
to make individual programs evolve. The potential building blocks selected here will be
described in Section 5.
• Macro-evolution: The study of the global system behaviour given an ecology of interacting
programs with different strategies. It will be discussed in Section 6.
The sections that follow will therefore follow this structure.
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Micro-Evolution Building Blocks

Given that we are dealing with on-line or runtime evolution, it is essential that the system is able
to produce new generations of programs that are superior or at least as good as their predecessors.
At the micro-level we investigate techniques to manipulate and transform the implementation
of protocols and services at runtime, in order to provide an open ended evolutionary framework
for a continuous evolution of the system in response to changes in the environment or in user
requirements.
We start by studying genetic algorithms (GAs) and genetic programming (GP) in Section 5.1,
since these are the most obvious bio-inspired algorithms for evolving programs and their parameters, and for which we have already done some preliminary work (see Section 5.3.1 for a summary).
GAs are limited to parameter evolution, thus can cover essentially phase (i) of our framework
roadmap (see Section 3.4). In order to reach phases (ii), (iii) and (iv), we need a technique that
is able to perform actual code transformations, such as GP. However, we see classical linear or
tree-based GP as not suitable for on-line evolution of programs, since the programs generated by
crossover or mutation may have a low rate of success [76]. We foresee that a chemical language
lends itself more easily to transformations by genetic operators, and the resulting programs can
be more robust to potentially defective execution paths [121]. We have therefore paid considerable
attention to chemical computing as presented in Section 5.2. Some chemical computing approaches
such as Artificial Chemistries [44] have the additional advantage of lending themselves to macrolevel studies by employing techniques similar to those used in systems biology. This provides useful
tools to understand the macro-behaviours stemming from micro-scale evolution algorithms.
This section also explains and justifies our on-line evolution approach inspired by genetics and
bio-chemical reaction pathways in cells, including gene expression and (auto-)catalytic networks,
which led to the framework explained in Section 7.

5.1

Evolutionary Computing

Evolutionary Computing [47], encompasses a range of problem-solving techniques collectively called
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) which are inspired by biological evolution principles such as genetics
and natural selection. These are algorithms for searching optimum solutions within a given search
space of all possible solutions. EAs employ ideas from genetics and natural selection to perform a
beam search that restricts the search space to a “beam” area of retained promising solutions. They
are typically applied when the search space is so vast that conventional optimisation techniques
cannot be efficiently applied.
The main evolutionary algorithms are: Genetic Algorithms (GAs), Genetic Programming (GP),
Evolutionary Programming (EP) and Evolution Strategy (ES). They all model candidate solutions
as a population of individuals with a genotype that is transformed and evaluated against a given
fitness criterion until an optimum solution is found. The difference among them lies in the way
candidate solutions are represented, and on the search operators applied to obtain new solutions.
In a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [60] candidate solutions are represented as a population of individuals whose genotype is a fixed-length binary string. The goal of a GA is to find the optimum value
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of such binary string that optimises a given fitness criterion. An initial population of candidate
strings is generated and evaluated against the fitness criterion. The best strings (highest fitness)
are then mutated and recombined (crossover) to produce new strings that are then reevaluated,
and so on, until an optimum solution is found, or until some stop criterion is satisfied (for example,
distance to the optimum closer than a threshold).
Genetic Programming (GP) [18, 73, 75] applies the GA idea to evolve computer programs automatically. GP can be considered as a sub-field of machine learning in the sense that it seeks
to obtain populations of programs that improve automatically [18], so can somehow “learn” good
behaviours. A GP algorithm is essentially the same as a GA, but instead of simple fixed-length
binary strings, the candidate solutions are variable-length computer programs, and their genotype
is the representation of the program implementation itself. GP typically evolves programs encoded
in a linear (similar to assembly language) or tree language (similar to functional languages such as
Lisp), but other representations are also possible, such as general graphs [100], finite state machines
[7, 110, 111], neural networks [93], and more recently, chemical programs [82, 130].
Programs synthesised by genetic programming are known to have even generated patented or
patentable inventions [74]. However, GP has been mostly applied to obtain solutions in an off-line
manner: once deployed, the programs evolved by GP in general do not continue to evolve during
their operation. Comparatively little has been achieved in the evolution of running systems, but
some significant results can be found in domains such as evolvable hardware [112] and robotics
[6, 93, 117].
Evolutionary Programming (EP) [51] is similar to GA but focuses on the evolution of finite
state machines and does not employ crossover to generate new solutions. Instead, it concentrates
on mutation as the main search operator. Evolutionary Strategy (ES) [25, 106] is similar to EP in
the sense that mutation is the main operator, but focuses on evolving solutions represented as real
vectors. We consider EP and ES as specific variations of the more generic GA and GP forms, so
EP and ES will not be further discussed in this document.
We now look at GAs and GP in more detail.
The difference between GA and GP lies in the representation of the evolved solutions, and
sometimes this distinction can be blurred: GA bit strings can represent parameters of a protocol or
service; or the identification of links and nodes in a graph or state machine [7, 100, 110, 111]; or the
encoding of which building block is present or absent in a solution, in order to evolve combinations
of building blocks [42]. So the approach of evolving protocols as finite state machines as in [110, 111]
can be seen as a form of GP, but solution candidates were represented as bit strings, so it can be
regarded as a GA too. Similarly, the approach in [130] for evolving protocols by combination of
their building blocks can be regarded as GP since the representation used was a variable-length
chemical program. However, recombining previously existing modules can also be achieved by
encoding each possible module as a bit in a string, and thus applying GA. Similarly, in robotics
it is very common to produce robot controllers by evolving the weights of neural networks [93]:
since by evolving these weights one is producing new behaviour in a robot, this can be regarded as
a form of GP, however the representation of the candidate solutions can well be achieved with a
simple GA bit string. Rather than trying to classify an approach into GP or GA, it is more useful
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to look at the complexity and flexibility of the representations and their suitability for problem
at hand. A continuous space of evolutionary computing techniques is more accurate, in which
solutions have a degree of adaptability given by the portion of the program that is represented as
an evolvable genotype.
GAs and GP follow essentially the same steps:
1 Representing candidate solutions. Candidate solutions to a proposed problem are modelled as a population of individuals. Each individual (candidate solution) is encoded using a
genetic (genome-like) representation or genotype. The genotype usually takes the form of a
bit stream for GAs and a program tree for GPs.
2 Fitness evaluation. Each generated candidate solution is rated by means of a fitness
function that evaluates the suitability of the solution to solve the proposed problem.
3 Selection. A selection mechanism operates on the result of the fitness evaluation to select
a subset of solutions to “survive” to the next generation.
4 Generating new candidate solutions. One or more genetic operators (mutation and
crossover being the most common) modify the genome to generate new candidate solutions.
A mutation is a modification of a small portion of the genotype chosen at random. Crossover
consists in randomly selecting genotype segments in two individuals and swapping these segments between them. The result are two new individuals which are inserted in the population.
5 Iterative search and optimisation. The generation of solutions, evaluation and selection
process continues in an iterative way until a solution with maximum fitness is found, or
until the fitness of the generated solutions remains stable or shows little improvement over
generations. The solution with maximum fitness is then taken as the output of the algorithm.
GAs and GP are usually performed as off-line tasks in a centralised manner. This does not fit
the nature of BIONETS services, where the evolution process is fully distributed and needs to be
performed in real time.
Extensions of GAs and GP to a distributed context include Distributed Genetic Algorithms
(DGAs) [24] and Parallel Distributed Genetic Programming (PDGP) [100]. DGA is essentially a
synchronous extension of GA to support parallel computing, and PDGP is a type of DGA that
operates on graphs. These systems are not meant for on-line operation.
An example of a hybrid on-line/off-line GAs is the Environment Identifying Genetic Algorithm
(EIGA, [90]), in which an on-line module takes care of adaptation to the real-world environment
using a neural network, while the off-line part performs more intensive parallel search on a population of individuals, based on feedback from the on-line module. Superior individuals found at
the off-line module are sent to the on-line module at regular intervals. This approach is promising
since only the best solutions found off-line are executed in the real world, protecting the system
from most unsuitable variants. However, in a pervasive environment such as the one considered for
BIONETS, it might be difficult to find a sufficiently powerful U-Node able to execute the intensive
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off-line simulations required to evaluate the fitness of a whole population of candidate solutions.
A grid-like DGA would be needed, so that candidates could be dispatched to different machines
for off-line (simulated) evaluation. The resulting fitness could then be recollected for evaluation
and selection of best candidates. Although in principle feasible, we feel that such a solution could
make the system unnecessarily heavy by requiring a grid middleware and a lot of coordination,
and as a result it could discourage users from adopting it.
The position paper [46] argues that evolutionary computing is a promising technique for achieving the much wanted self-managing properties of autonomic systems, and present an evolutionary
approach to runtime self-optimisation in a distributed system. The position is illustrated with a
web service example, in which several web servers offer the same service to a large number of visitors. Each web server behaves according to a parameter vector that determines a session handling
strategy. The objective is to maximise the quality of service experienced by the visitors, which is a
function of the delay to obtain the service and the degree of request satisfaction. An evolutionary
approach is presented in which the population to be evolved is the set of parameter vectors, and
servers using a given parameter vector are evaluated on-line during the web session. The paper
points out the asynchronous nature of such evolutionary approach, which resembles natural evolution more closely than traditional EAs: at a given point in time in a runtime EA, each individual
may be in a different state (some being mutated, some reproducing, some being evaluated), while
in traditional EAs, all operations are usually performed in a predefined sequence. The position
defended in [46] is totally in line with BIONETS goals for online evolution. However, there seems
to be no indication so far of whether the approach has been already implemented or not.
Few results are available that shown on-line evolution of distributed software.

The Bio-

Networking Architecture Project (Bio-Net, [26]) is an example. It is building a biologically-inspired
middleware platform to support adaptive agent-based distributed services [118]. It applies GAs in
a decentralised way to evolve the behaviour of agents that provide network services [91, 92]. Since
this is one of the research projects that most closely resembles BIONETS (even by the almost
perfect coincidence of names) we now describe the evolution approach of Bio-Net in more detail.
In the Bio-Net platform [91, 92], an agent invokes behaviour x (such as replication, reproduction,
migration, and death) based on factors that include the agent’s internal state (such as age, energy
level, user demand for its services, distance from the user) and environmental conditions (available
resources, agent population size on the platform, etc.). Each factor vi has a weight wxi associated
to behaviour x. A behaviour is invoked when the weighted sum of factors exceeds a threshold θx ,
P
i.e. when vi · wxi > θx . Note that this behaviour representation is similar to neurons in artificial
neural networks: a neuron “fires” when the weighted sum of input signals exceeds a threshold.
The weights wxi represent the genome of an agent. During reproduction, the genome of two
parent agents are recombined by crossover, and then mutated to produce new behavioural weights
in their offspring. Although at the present stage mainly simulation results are available, the
platform design aims at on-line evolution. Their results show that evolution can improve agent
performance, and that agents are able to adapt to their environment.
Although promising and encouraging, the Bio-Net platform does not tackle the problems that
we must solve in BIONETS: it is not designed for opportunistic disconnected networks, does not
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support the evolution of low-level network services, and essentially restricts itself to phase (i) of
our four-phase roadmap (Section 3.4). Moreover, so far Bio-Net does not focus on resilience and
fault-tolerance aspects, and does not provide tools for the study of macro-behaviours emerging
from evolution. Therefore it is difficult to evaluate how to apply their results to the general case
of autonomic systems, in order to show that the system always provides the intended behaviour in
spite of failures and other disruptions.

5.2

Chemical Computing

The term chemical computing refers to two different areas [28, 43]: The first one is to derive computation models inspired by chemical reactions, which nevertheless run on traditional computers.
The second one is the use of real (organic) molecules and (bio-)chemistry knowledge to build computational devices, e.g. in molecular/DNA computing. We focus on the first area, but the second
one is also a rich source of inspiration and useful information about modelling artificial chemical systems. We discuss the main chemical computing models and their possible implications for
BIONETS.
Chemical computing models have been applied to diverse fields such as image processing applications [21], operating systems, compilers, dynamic software reconfiguration [127], multi-agent
systems [62], distributed computing [119], and, more recently, robotics [134], grid computing [13],
and autonomic computing [22].
We have selected three main chemical computing models for their relevance to BIONETS:
Gamma, Membrane Computing, and Artificial Chemistries.
5.2.1

The Gamma Formalism

Gamma [12, 20] was proposed in 1986 as a programming formalism based on a chemical reaction
metaphor. More recently, γ-calculus has been introduced as a formalism that extends the original
Gamma model to a higher-order calculus [11]. In [22] this new calculus has been applied to specify
Autonomic Computing systems, including a mailing system as an example.
In Gamma [11, 12, 19, 21], computations are modelled as interactions among atomic values that
“float” freely in a chemical solution. These values are represented as elements in a multiset, an
unordered set within which elements may occur more than one. The number of occurrences of a
given element within the multiset is called the multiplicity of the element. The multiset contains
the data to be processed as well as the reaction rules. Reaction rules specify a reaction condition
and an action. Computations replace elements satisfying the condition by those specified in the
action. A computation terminates when no more chemical reactions can take place. As an example,
this is a reaction rule to compute the maximum of a set of numbers:
replace x, y by x if x ≥ y
When inserted in a multiset containing several numbers, this rule will replace any two numbers
x and y that satisfy the condition x ≥ y by x. This computation will proceed until only the greatest
of all numbers is left. Note that the rule imposes no order in which numbers should be compared.
Moreover, if more numbers are injected into the multiset after the computation is finished, the
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reaction rule will immediately restart “consuming” the smaller numbers until, again, only the
maximum one is left. The rule could also be applied in parallel, by comparing disjoint pairs of
numbers. This model therefore enables highly parallel programs to be expressed in a way that
is very close to their specification, i.e. without the artificial sequentiality constraints imposed by
traditional programming languages. The authors show that this property makes gamma systems
particularly suited as a basis for automated program synthesis. This is an interesting property
when aiming for on-line evolution, since programs are more robust to the addition, deletion and
modification of input parameters and even portions of code on the fly.
5.2.2

Membrane Computing

Membrane Computing [28, 96] is another chemical computing model in which computations (chemical reactions among objects) occur inside a cell-like membrane structure. Membranes can be
recursively nested, and the outside-most membrane is called the skin membrane. As in Gamma,
objects are represented as elements of a multiset. They can be transformed into other objects and
can cross membranes. A membrane can dissolve under the effect of one of its objects; when this
happens the content of the membrane is release to its parent membrane. The resulting computing
device is called a P System. Similar to Gamma, computations inside a P System finish when no
more reactions can take place inside its constituent membranes.
Membranes are an important abstraction to enable chemical computing models to scale to
large and complex computations. They not only encapsulate complexity from the point of view
of rules and name space, but also from the point of view of the (virtual) reaction vessel: if no
encapsulation mechanism is available, the implementation of a reaction vessel in a classical von
Neumann architecture becomes extremely inefficient: every time step, the execution engine has to
check which reaction rules are applicable to which elements of the multiset. For large multisets
and complex reaction rules the execution engine would simply not scale.
Moreover, membranes provide a natural mechanism of communication between different execution engines, which is an extremely useful abstraction in BIONETS, due to its inherent networked
structure. Communication is modelled as the exchange of chemicals between membranes. If we
allow membranes to be situated at different nodes, we can then implement a communication channel between these remote membranes, and ship objects between membranes. As will be discussed
in Section 5.3, the notion of communication is inherent within the fraglets chemical programming
environment, in which not only passive objects can travel to other nodes but also reaction rules,
the “code” for chemical systems. This offers a natural way to dynamically disseminate and deploy
newly evolved programs.
5.2.3

Artificial Chemistries

In Artificial Chemistries [44], computations are modelled as chemical reaction networks which are
represented in the same way as real chemical reaction networks in systems biology: as bi-partite
graphs with two types of nodes: substrates and reaction rules. Contrary to Gamma and Membrane Computing which focus on micro-evolution at the level of programming language theory and
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execution metaphors, Artificial Chemistries aim at offering methods at the macro-level, in order to
understand large-scale reaction systems, either natural or artificial. Chemical organisation theory
[81] is used to reduce the complexity of the system from a large network to smaller organisations.
In [57] neural networks are implemented using a reversible reaction mechanism in an artificial
chemistry that closely emulates real chemistry. Each neuron consists of eight chemical species
coupled by four reversible reactions. The resulting concentrations of chemicals determine the
behaviour of the neuron (firing or not), and these are connected to other neurons forming a network.
Logical gates are implemented using this system, and a possible extension toward a universal Turing
machine is discussed.
Evolving chemical programs has been shown to be possible in artificial chemistries: In [134] a
robotic control system is implemented using an artificial chemistry. The structure of the reaction
graph evolves by genetic programming. The genetic operations on the graph are a form of mutation
(adding or removing nodes and links) and crossover (exchanging portions of two graphs) that
obeys mass conservation laws and reaction balance, so that the graphs are kept consistent across
transformations. In [82] the authors investigate how chemical evolution appears in a chemical
computing system, using organisation theory. This is a step towards understanding global (macro)
system behaviour as in systems biology as will be discussed in Section 6 below.
The evolution potential of chemical computing makes it an essential building block for the
BIONETS architectural framework for evolutionary services and protocols. This will be discussed
in more detail in Section 7.
5.2.4

Fraglets

The Fraglets chemical programming language [120] had been proposed prior to BIONETS, as
part of our search for feasible ways to achieve automated synthesis and evolution of protocol
implementations. The language is based on a chemical model where “molecules” interact with
each other or undergo some internal transformation. An implementation of a fraglet interpreter in
C is available for download at the Fraglets web site [52].
In this section we provide an introduction to the language, in order to assemble the necessary
elements for the discussions that follow, and to motivate the proposed evolution framework.
Fraglets stand for “computation fragments” [120], and are used for representing both data
carriers and executable rules (code) in a unified way. A fraglet is a string of symbols [ s1 : s2 :
. . . : sn ] representing data and/or protocol logic. It is a fragment of a distributed computation,
that may be carried in packets or stored inside a network node. Like molecules, fraglets operate on
each other and undergo transformations like splitting up or transmitting themselves to a remote
node. The result can be regarded as a distributed chemical reaction network, where the execution
of one fraglet rule leads to the creation of the next fraglet to be executed. Code and data are
then constantly being transformed and regenerated to perform a given task, typically related to
communication protocols.
When fraglets are carried in packets that traverse a network, the successive fraglet symbols can
be interpreted as successive header fields in today’s regular data packets. Upon arrival, a fraglet
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packet is injected into the local fraglet store or context, where an execution environment processes
the fraglet “headers” in a similar way as header processing treats packets in traditional networks.
The fraglet processing engine continuously executes tag matching operations on the fraglets in
the store, in order to determine the actions that should be applied to them. Fraglet operations,
except for the transmission, have the property that they can be carried out in constant time.
The fraglet store is a multiset, as in Gamma (see Section 5.2.1): several instances of the
same fraglet may be simultaneously present. This is indicated by a suffix counter value as in
[ data : item ]k (meaning that k copies of fraglet [ data : item ] are stored in this context).
The fraglet instruction set currently contains two types of actions: a transformation of a single
fraglet, and a “chemical reaction” between two fraglets. Table 1 (from [130], earlier versions appear
in [120, 121]) shows the reaction and transformation rules defined so far.

Reaction
match
matchp
Transf.
dup
exch
split
send
wait
nul

Table 1: Fraglet reaction and transformation rules
Input
Output
Semantics
[ match : s : tail1 ],
[ tail1 : tail2 ]
concatenates two fraglets
[ s : tail2 ]
with matching tags
[ matchp : s : tail1 ],
[ tail1 : tail2 ]
persistent match
[ s : tail2 ]
[ matchp : s : tail1 ]
(preserves matchp rule)
[ dup : t : u : tail ]
[ exch : t : u : v : tail ]
[ split : t : . . . : ∗ : tail ]
A [ send : B : tail ]
[ wait : tail ]
[ nul : tail ]

[ t : u : u : tail ]
[ t : v : u : tail ]
[ t : . . . ], [ tail ]
B [ tail ] (unreliably)
[ tail ] (after interval)
[]

duplicates a symbol
swaps two symbols
breaks fraglet at ∗ position
sends fraglet from A to B
waits a predefined interval
fraglet is removed

The semantics of the reaction and transformation rules are:
• dup: Duplicates the symbol at the third position (u); the second field (t) becomes the new
fraglet’s head symbol.
• exch: Swaps the symbols at the 3rd and 4th position (u and v respectively).
• new: Creates a new symbol ni+1 which is unique in this context.
• split: Breaks the fraglet into two parts at the first marker position (∗).
• send: Sends the fraglet unreliably to the destination context specified by the second symbol
(B). The subscript prefix

N [. . . ]

denotes the context where the fraglet is stored.

• match: A fraglet starting with a match symbol reacts with another fraglet whose head
matches the symbol immediately after the match symbol. The reaction consumes both
headers and produces the concatenation of the tails of both fraglets, starting with the one
whose header was the match symbol.
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• matchP: Persistent variant of match which keeps a copy of the initial matchP rule in the
store. It thus acts like a “catalyst”, i.e. a reactant that is not consumed in the reaction
process.
Simple protocols as well as relatively complex ones have been implemented using this small and
apparently limited instruction set. In [120] a simple confirmed delivery protocol (CDP) is shown,
which ships fraglets from a source to a destination node. It waits for confirmation of reception
before shipping the next fraglet. In the same paper [120] a more complex example is shown, which
uses a credit-based flow control mechanism such that several packets can be sent before blocking
for an acknowledgement becomes necessary. This protocol supports reordering of messages, but
not messages losses. Losses are supported in the Reliable Delivery Protocol (RDP) protocol [130],
developed to test the automatic evolution potential of fraglets programs.
In order to illustrate fraglets with concrete examples, we show CDP and RDP in Figures 2 and
3. CDP works as follows: Node A sends an input data fraglet to node B; when B receives the
data it delivers it to the application and returns an ack fraglet to node A. RDP has the ability
to retransmit lost packets after a timeout expires. For this purpose, it stores a local copy of the
application’s payload, sets a waiting timer. When the timer expires, and the corresponding local
copy of the information is still stored, the packet is retransmitted. When an acknowledgement is
received, the local copy is destroyed. This causes any pending retransmissions scheduled for the
item to be cancelled.
Note that CDP and RDP are divided into “modules” marked by an “m” followed by the
module name. These markers indicate crossover borders for the genetic programming experiments
discussed in Section 5.3.1, and are simply ignored during execution.
m send
A [matchp : data : send : B : deliver]

m receive
B [matchp : ack : send : A : deliver : ack]

Figure 2: Implementation of a Confirmed Delivery Protocol (CDP) in fraglets
Fig. 2 shows the fraglet code for CDP, both sender and receiver sides. When presented with an
application payload of the form A [data : payload], the first matchp rule in the send module will be
activated, and the resulting reaction will produce a rule A [send : B : deliver : payload], which will
send the fraglet [deliver : payload] to B, where the deliver tag will cause payload to be delivered
to the application. The application will respond by injecting a B [ack] fraglet, which will react with
the matchp rule of the receive module, causing the ack to be delivered to the source application
on node A. Note that the deliver tag can be implemented as a predefined rule that takes the tail
symbol string out of the fraglet environment (towards an external application), or can be caught
by a [matchp : deliver : ...] rule as part of a fraglet application.
The RDP implementation is shown in Fig. 3. Note that this implementation presents exactly
the same interface with the application as CDP, so that both protocols could be interchanged
in a transparent way in the genetic experiments of [130]. A [data : payload] fraglet injected by
the application activates the send module, producing two fraglets: [retransmit : payload] and
[mack : payload]. The first one triggers a retransmission loop (retransmit module). The second
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m retransmit
[matchp : retransmit : dup : t91]
[matchp : t91 : exch : t92 : t94]
[matchp : t92 : exch : t93 : ∗]
[matchp : t93 : split : transmit]
[matchp : t94 : dup : t95]
[matchp : t95 : exch : t96 : retransmit]
[matchp : t96 : dup : t97]
[matchp : t97 : exch : t98 : ∗]
[matchp : t98 : split : wait : match]
[matchp : transmit : send : B]

m send
[matchp : data : dup : data3]
[matchp : data3 : exch : data2 : mack]
[matchp : data2 : exch : data1 : ∗]
[matchp : data1 : split : retransmit]
[matchp : mack : exch : mack5 : nul]
[matchp : mack5 : exch : mack4 : ∗]
[matchp : mack4 : dup : mack3]
[matchp : mack3 : exch : mack2 : wait]
[matchp : mack2 : exch : mack1 : split]
[matchp : mack1 : match : ack : split :
deliver : ack : ∗ : match]

Figure 3: Implementation of a Reliable Delivery Protocol (RDP) RDP in fraglets (sender side).
The sink side is identical to CDP.
one triggers a series of reactions which produce a new rule able to treat an incoming ack and cancel
any corresponding retransmission.
5.2.5

Software Catalysis

We can establish a parallel between fraglet execution traces and graph representations of real
chemical reaction networks as commonly done in systems biology. This has been initially discussed
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in our previous work [123] and is expanded in this section.
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Figure 4: RDP Execution Trace as a “Chemical Reaction Network”
Figure 4 shows a graph where each node contains a token that represents a stage in the chemical
execution of the RDP code of Figure 3. Arrows represent transitions that trigger further reactions.
During the execution, the original fraglets of Figure 3 react and transform themselves according to
the rules of Table 1, resulting in new fraglets not present in the original multiset. For readability
purposes, instead of showing the full fraglet (which could be a very long string), each of these
intermediate fraglets has been assigned a label on the graph of Figure 4.
The token data triggers the main execution cycle, activated by data payloads obtained from the
application, as in Figure 3. A series of reactions then proceed until node d3 splits into an acknowlPublic
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edgement waiting path (starting with token m0) and a retransmit cycle (token retransmit). The
ack waiting path ends up with the production of a rule that waits for the arrival of an acknowledgement, and reacts to it by producing an inhibitor for the retransmission cycle. This inhibitor
kills the pending retransmission request (which holds a copy of the data to be retransmitted, the
datacopy token) by reacting with it and generating a null (empty) fraglet as a byproduct. If there
is a packet loss, after a timeout the stored copy of the data payload will be retransmitted, and a
new wait cycle is initiated.
We should note that most of the transitions indicated in Figure 4 require a persistent fraglet
(matchp) to trigger the reaction. Indeed, Figure 3 shows that the implementation of RDP is fully
based on matchp rules which “catalyse” reactions in the system without being consumed in the
process. The system is therefore based on a “catalytic” process steered by fixed matchp rules.
This solution presents a major drawback: as most programs written in traditional programming
languages, it cannot be easily modified during runtime: a matchp rule is persistent, and therefore
cannot be easily erased or modified. One could devise a match rule that would “eat up” matchp’s
(a naive one being simply [match : matchp]) but such a rule would obviously not be able to steer
the system towards good transformations that could make it evolve. Replacing all matchp’s by
matches does not work either, since these matches are consumed during the reaction without being
replaced, breaking the program flow.
Our target is a system that does not depend on fixed fraglets but creates those code fragments
that it needs for execution as it goes. Most of the code would then be regenerated at run-time
according to various inhibition and activation code fragments that regulate code expression (in
analogy to biological gene expression), according to local constraints and code exchanged with
the other nodes in the network. Such a system would be much more adaptive and resilient, as
control mechanisms could be incorporated to it in order to monitor and steer the system such
that rules would be generated only when needed, and bad rules would be consumed without being
regenerated.
A first step in this direction is to rely solely on the match rule and its multiplicity counter. A
match rule is consumed in the reaction, providing a first trace of mass conservation in chemical
computing, in analogy to real chemistry. Mass conservation has been overlooked in chemical
computing since it is not needed to provide the necessary computations. However, we feel that it
is an important abstraction to ensure proper resource management and control, for example, to
make sure that a program will not monopolise the CPU, or allocate too much memory, or overflow
the communication channels.
The initial fraglet code could then be regarded as the “genome” which is expressed at regular
intervals by injecting a given finite “concentration” of match rules in the execution environment.
The concentration of a rule is given by its multiplicity counter. “Enzymes” (also encoded as
fraglets) would then inspect and direct system execution to promote the expression of certain
“genes” that are needed at a given moment, in a mechanism inspired by actual gene expression in
living beings.
Such a network able to steer and cater for its own software production would then move from
a catalytic to an autocatalytic stage [123], a self-sustaining network in which the production of its
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running code fragments is steered by other code fragments in the network. The model for such
autocatalytic software is that of a highly dynamic system that is constantly rewriting itself, able
to support the changes needed for evolution and adaptation, and to protect itself from lost or
corrupted code parts by reexpressing valid genes at certain target concentrations, from a “code
pool” repository. We would then talk in terms of concentrations of programs, rules or instructions
which would then be controlled in order to achieve a desired equilibrium. In such a dynamic
system the equilibrium point is a moving target that may change to reflect new requirements or
needs coming from the users.

Figure 5: Autocatalytic Software Execution Model
Figure 5 depicts the execution of autocatalytic software as proposed in [123]. Execution is shown
for a single node where the system must cope with unreliable storage, execution and transmission
(as opposed to traditional network protocols which usually cope well with unreliable transmissions
or complete node failures, but assume reliable execution and storage). We have introduced this
model in [123] as an extension of previous work [122] on self-modifying code as a tool for resilient
software. Byproducts of chemical computing reactions serve as activator or inhibitor signals to
control code expression, by blocking, boosting or modifying code consumption-production cycles.
These execution byproducts could also affect the initial code base introducing persistent code
transformations and thus long-lasting changes aiming at evolution. The execution flow naturally
extends itself to a distributed context; the send and receive arrows in 5 represent code being
shipped between nodes.
As a first step to test the software catalysis hypothesis, we have developed a fraglet parser
and visualiser for the Mathematica tool, which allows us to measure and plot the “concentrations”
of given fraglets in time. The parser takes as input the trace messages produced by the fraglet
interpreter, which report the reaction and transformation rules that are applied at each step of
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execution. The parser then calculates the number of each kind of fraglet at each time step, and
detects any new fraglets appearing during the course of the simulation. It then uses this information
to plot the measured concentrations.
We have applied the parser to a real cell cycle, that of the p53 transcription factor [36]. The
main part of the cycle has been implemented in fraglets, showing at first that fraglets can not
only be used to implement network protocols, but also to model real chemical reaction networks.
Figure 6 shows an example of parser output, with the concentrations of two proteins highlighted:
p53 and mdm2. Note that these concentrations do not yet reflect those achieved on a real biological
model, but are only intended as examples to show how the parser works.
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Figure 6: Fraglet parser visualisation of protein concentrations on the p53 regulation cycle. x axis:
time (in simulation steps); y axis: concentration (or multiplicity counter, in number of fraglets).
The p53 protein responds to DNA damage signals by controlling the transcription of genes that
either enable the damaged DNA to be repaired, or triggers apoptosis (programmed cell death)
when no repair is possible. P53 is itself regulated by another protein called mdm2. When the P53mdm2 regulatory cycle malfunctions, a cell that should terminate itself might instead reproduce,
which might lead to cancer growth. P53 regulatory malfunction is associated with about half of
all cancers.
Because the P53 regulatory cycle is studied intensely by thousands of researchers around the
world, there is a huge wealth of data about it. This can be helpful in the construction of a Fragletbased model that attempts to reproduce the gene expression dynamics of this particular cycle as
an example. This will in turn provide us insights on how to apply this to software code expression
dynamics.
An idea is to take inspiration from the p53 model to produce fault-tolerant software that
in response to a “damage” signal from a component (e.g. too low fitness or too high resource
consumption) would trigger a self-healing procedure that would first attempt to fix the problem,
and if unsuccessful, would terminate the process and restart a new copy (with a potentially different
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version) reloaded from a repository. The difference with classical fault-tolerance measures is that
here we would work with concentrations of components instead of binary presence/absence of a
given component, and the self-healing cycle itself would be subject to regulation, like the p53
protein is subject to mdm2 regulation.
In Section 7 we will show a higher-level catalytic model in the context of service evolution,
in which services can be seen as catalytic substances whose concentration increase or decrease
according to how good or “fit” they are in providing the desired functionality. Autocatalytic sets
(ACSs) are considered in our evolution framework (see Section 7.6), although we have not yet
been able to show exactly how autocatalytic processes could be engineered into the system, or
alternatively, how they could emerge from the evolutionary process. Related work on evolving
artificial regulatory networks [15, 16, 78] and artificial chemistries [82, 134] show promising results
in this direction, although still only for passive representations that do not directly manipulate
actual program code. Moreover, most of these results either remain at a very abstract level or aim
at other application domains (systems biology, robotics), and are therefore difficult to be directly
mapped to the concrete development of communication services and protocols in BIONETS.
Research on gene expression mechanisms for code generation is envisaged in BIONETS within
Task 2.2.3, starting at M13. The ideas above will then be pursued in depth, in order to move
from the current conjecture stage to actual facts. Another planned extension is the conversion
of the fraglets system from a pure network-oriented language to a generic one that also supports
higher-level services for the purpose of service evolution in WP3.2.

5.3

Evolution of Chemical Programs

As discussed in Section 5.2, Chemical Computing shows many attractive traits for on-line distributed evolution:
• Program transformations (either involving just passive data or also code) are naturally supported since execution proceeds as chemical reactions consuming and producing program
elements.
• The parallelism of a multiset reaction vessel naturally supports the addition, deletion and
modification of programs in a non-disruptive way: these are just like substituting chemical
compounds in the reaction vessel; reactions do not have to stop because of that.
• The problem of discontinuity of the search space in genetic programming (a small change in
a program may cause a big leap in fitness) is minimised by allowing program or instruction
concentrations to be expressed as multiplicity of elements in a multiset. This is a way of
incorporating redundancy in the system, that may cause it to become more resilient to misbehaving programs. This may lead to more stable and predictable transformations in which
a small change in a program should lead to a comparably small leap in fitness. This cannot
be easily achieved with conventional programming languages in which changing a single line
of code in an otherwise perfectly working program may cause it to crash immediately, to loop
forever, to destroy resources, etc.
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The potential of chemical computing for evolution is indeed already being explored in related
work on evolving Artificial Chemistries [82, 134] (see Section 5.2.3), Artificial Regulatory Networks
[15, 16, 78], and our own research on evolving protocol implementations with the Fraglets chemical
language [120, 130] (see sections 5.2.4 and 5.3.1).
In addition to the attractive traits mentioned above, the fraglets model presents other desirable
features for distributed on-line evolution:
• Its syntax is simple and uniform: any string of symbols is a valid fraglet, therefore fraglets
can be split at arbitrary places and merged with other fraglets to produce different code.
• The ability to express code mobility in a natural way: any fraglet can be regarded as both
a set of packet header tags that can be processed by a header processing engine, and as a
program fragment that is executed at a given node. This facilitates the dynamic deployment
of newly evolved protocol logic.
We have indeed performed some genetic programming experiments to evolve simple fraglet
protocols [130, 131]. We summarise these experiments Section 5.3.1 below, and then discuss the
insights gained from them, and the on-going work to extend the fraglets model to support evolution
of protocols and services in BIONETS.
5.3.1

Genetic Programming Experiments

We have performed some early experiments using Genetic Programming for the automated evolution of simple network protocols written in the fraglets [120] chemical programming language.
The results of these experiments have been reported in [130, 131].
The experiments encode a protocol as a “genotype”, which is a concatenation of the fraglets
implementing the protocol. The genotype is transformed from one generation to the next via the
genetic operators crossover and mutation.
Each protocol is encoded as a fraglet genotype made up of constituent modules or genes. The
genotype is the concatenation of all the modules (and their constituent fraglets) that implement
the protocol. Each module starts with an “m” marker followed by the module name.
Mutation is applied with a low probability, and corresponds to the simple replacement of a
fraglet symbol at a random position by another symbol chosen at random from the set of symbols
used in the original implementation.
The crossover operator is a simplified implementation of the genetic concept of homologous
recombination. Homologous recombination states that the exchange of genetic material can only
occur between functionally compatible DNA segments, and is only triggered when the two DNA
strands are completely aligned. This form of recombination preserves gene functionality, promotes
genetic stability, and increases the probability of producing viable offspring. It is implemented in
our system by swapping compatible modules in different protocol implementations. Two modules
are compatible if they have the same name and interface. They are therefore alternative implementations of the same protocol. Therefore the crossover performed in this way between two viable
individuals (i.e. already well-functioning programs) produces other viable individuals.
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The experiments were performed in a simulated environment with synchronous genetic programming scripts that manipulated fraglet source code files outside the execution environment.
The resulting programs were then injected into the execution environment, to which an external
application was coupled. This application evaluated the fitness of the protocols in a centralised
way. The resulting fitness was provided as input to the external scripts that then selected higher
fitness individuals and discarded low fitness ones. Genetic operators were then applied to produce
new individuals that replaced those that had been discarded. Successive generations of protocols
were created, executed and evaluated in this way.
Several variants of the CDP and RDP protocols described in Section 5.2.4 have been implemented to make up a reasonably sized initial population for the GP run. Figures 2 and 3 show
examples of correct implementations. Other correct variants are also present in the experiments, as
well as deliberately inefficient or buggy variants that do not retransmit packets correctly, introduce
arbitrary delays, consume more memory, contain useless code segments, pollute the code pool with
byproduct debris of reactions, and so on.
Three sets of experiments were performed. In all of them, an initial mixed population as
described above is set to evolve by genetic programming, using mutation and homologous crossover,
fitness evaluation and selection. We now provide a brief summary of these experiments, See [130]
for detailed results.
In the first set of experiments we tested whether the genetic programming system was able to
eliminate useless garbage code arbitrarily added to the programs. The experiments showed that
the system was typically able to eliminate most of the garbage modules. However if a module
happens to propagate to the whole population, it can not easily be eliminated, since homologous
crossover results in identical modules being swapped, and mutation is currently too slow.
The second set of experiments aimed at measuring the adaptation capability of a given population of protocols to changes in the environment, in this case the presence of a lossy versus a
non-lossy channel. The initial population is a mix of CDP and RDP-derived individuals, some
of them correct, some of them buggy or inefficient. The populations are able to quickly adapt,
as shown in Figure 7. In this figure, a high-score individual is defined as an individual that has
achieved a score equivalent to at least 80% of the best score (optimum) individual. A low-score one
scores less than 40% of the optimum. The optimum individuals are considered as the “perfect”
implementations shown in Figures 2 (CDP for the non-lossy environment) and 3 (RDP for the
lossy environment).
The third experiment evaluates the re-adaptation capacity of a population, namely to adjust
to an environment different from the one where it had originally evolved. Two populations are
taken from the end of the second experiment: the one which had evolved in a lossy environment is
injected into a non-lossy one and vice-versa, and set to continue evolving by genetic programming
as before. Here the results clearly show that the populations are not able to readapt so easily. All
individuals from the population which had evolved in a non-lossy environment simply lost their
retransmission modules which were not needed; since crossover cannot bring the module back, they
are only left with mutation (of single symbols) which is too slow and random to produce a useful
retransmission module in feasible time: the search space is simply too vast. The current genetic
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Figure 7: Percentage of high and low score individuals in a population adapting to a non-lossy
environment (left) and to lossy one (right)
operators are insufficient to ensure evolution in this case, where genetic variability has been lost
due to a previously stable environment. A similar problem may also occur in nature. Nevertheless,
injecting a single adapted individual suffices for the missing functionality to spread very quickly
through the population, so that it can then readapt.
5.3.2

Lessons Learned

The early experiments reported above showed that evolution of genetic programming of network
protocols expressed in fraglets occurs and is feasible as long as a minimum variability of code
instances is kept. It remains to be investigated whether the dynamic network islands resulting from
disconnected operation and opportunistic communication in BIONETS provide the right balance
between isolation and dynamics, so that this minimum genetic variability can be maintained. If
not, the genetic inheritance mechanisms have to be refined to try and preserve variability, for
instance by introducing “dormant” or “recessive” genes.
The experiments also provided insights on other obstacles that have to be overcome. The
first one that decentralised fitness evaluation is a non-trivial issue in a real-world, distributed online competitive environment as the one envisaged in BIONETS. Centralised fitness evaluation
effectively prevents the emergence of cheat programs, i.e. programs that “lie” about their actual
behaviour, e.g. by issuing an acknowledgement without transmitting any data. And we have indeed
observed that these cheat programs can easily emerge and spread through the population if the
fitness evaluation function is not strict enough to catch and eliminate them. We are investigating
the combined use of redundancy with trust and reputation mechanisms to to provide a safe and
reliable way to evaluate the behaviour of protocols at run-time.
Another fundamental issue is to devise genetic operators beyond homologous crossover and
point random mutation. The experiments have pointed out the weaknesses of both operators,
namely the inability to create or to innovate. First of all, all mutations observed were harmful.
Random, single-symbol mutation is unable to produce useful program varieties in a reasonable
time: the search space is far too vast, and no new symbols are generated which are sometimes
necessary judging by the hand-made programs. There is a trade-off between the predictability of a
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small alphabet (to limit the size of the search space) and the creativity to search for new solutions.
Second, the homologous crossover operator is too conservative, it is only able to combine existing
modules, so innovation cannot come from there either.
We must somehow obtain new genetic operators able to evolve genuine new code for unforeseen situations, if possible with correctness preserving properties. We are indeed investigating
deterministic code generation techniques combined with genetic operations, in order to improve
program transformation. Although the CDP and RDP program variants described above have
been essentially programmed by hand, a sparkle of deterministic automated program synthesis has
been used as well. Indeed, we have implemented a short Perl script that is able to generate small
portions of fraglet code automatically, when the input and output is very well defined. Essentially,
the script is able to deal with the frequent case of replicating an input symbol from one fraglet
into a set of others. The input symbol together with a template for the output fraglets is provided
as an input, and the script produces the fraglet program that taken the input symbol, produce
the desired fraglets containing the symbol. Although it is still rather primitive, if we consider the
generated program as a module, then the script is able to regenerate modules out of their specification (input and desired output). This is a first step towards more sophisticated deterministic
methods. However deterministic methods are not able to generate innovation either, since they
follow hard-wired steps to produce a provably correct solution. We envisage that a hybrid between
deterministic and more advanced genetic operators could be a good compromise.
We also need to elaborate on the inherently asynchronous nature of evolutionary computing
in a distributed on-line setting, as pointed out in BIONETS and in related work [46]. In on-line
distributed evolution, some individuals might be mutating, while others being evaluated, and so on,
without any global management. While this is relatively straightforward in a real-world set-up, we
still need a simulation environment where to test and evaluate ideas before deployment. One way to
achieve this would be to integrate the genetic programming environment with a network simulator
such as ns-2. Work is in progress towards this goal. We intend to integrate these developments with
WP1.2 and WP3.2 related to the network architecture and the service architecture, respectively,
in order to be able to evolve real protocols and services.
5.3.3

On-Going Work and Ideas

From the lessons learned above, we start by asking ourselves again, which problems reported
above come from the programming model used, and which ones are inherent to distributed on-line
evolution. First of all, the use of the fraglets language should now be questioned in the light of
some BIONETS requirements, for instance to support high-level services. On the other hand, as
discussed at the beginning of Section 5.3, chemical languages seem to be the only ones able to
provide the necessary flexibility for code manipulation; and other chemical languages are either
in pure theoretical stage with no known publicly available implementation, or provide no easy
support for implementing distributed systems.
The Fraglets execution model has been originally inspired by the Gamma systems explained in
Section 5.2.1. Although some similarities can still be observed, the model radically departs from
Gamma in many ways. Like Gamma, it can express parallelism in an elegant and natural way; and
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like the higher-order γ-calculus [19, 22], code and data are part of the multiset. Unlike Gamma,
however, Fraglets possess a specific string structure which embeds some sequentiality and allow code
and data to be easily and transparently shipped to other nodes through communication channels
and continue processing at those nodes. This is a consequence of fraglets’ original motivation to
express communication protocols.
Fraglets’ “header processing” feature turns out to be a double-edged sword: it offers a powerful
mechanism to express protocols and communication functions in a very compact way, and it offers
a simple linear representation that can be easily transformed into a “genotype” form that can
be manipulated by genetic programming [130] as will be shown in 5.3.1. On the other hand, the
resulting programs are hard to be manipulated by humans (which is a natural consequence of
fraglets’ original design aimed at the automatic synthesis of protocols), and the resulting “flat”
structure poses scalability problems. Although fraglets were designed for automatic programming,
no tools to generate code fully automatically are available so far.
Still, we are persuaded that this research path remains promising, due to the strong advantages
of chemical computing with respect to conventional programming, and the potential of fraglets
as the only known so far practical realisation of chemical computing to produce concrete protocol
implementations.
Within BIONETS, we are now working to improve the fraglets model by trying to combine its
strengths on distributed processing with the strengths of other models: Gamma on the natural,
human-dimension programming model, Membrane Computing on the scalable dynamic hierarchical
structure, and Artificial Chemistries on the potential to derive macro-level properties from microlevel chemical programs.
Although the gene expression task is only schedule to start at M13, we have already started to
do some prospective work in that direction. We are studying the mechanisms of genetics and gene
expression in biology, and putting together a service and protocol evolution model based on these
mechanisms. The model comprises two parts: the genotype related part concerning the program
“genome” and corresponding gene transformation mechanisms (how to improve mutation and
crossover, other possible operators including deterministic code generation from specifications),
and dissemination (by cloning or reproduction) of selected individuals with their genotype to
regions of the network where they are needed; the second part concerns the phenotype, i.e. how to
perform “code expression” by injecting segments from the genotype or “genes” into the executing
multiset with a given multiplicity or concentration, how to establish fitness criteria to evaluate the
resulting service performance, then communicate the fitness value as a feedback to the service, and
select the best individuals according to their fitness, while discarding unsuitable ones. Some of
these elements are reflected in the framework of Section 7 while others remain to be defined, such
as the exact code expression mechanism.
In order to better understand the properties and potential of chemical computing, and get more
hands-on experience, on-going effort is also in progress to develop fraglet interpreters in scripting
languages and in Java, as well as to integrate an interpreter with a simulation package such as
ns-2.
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Macro-Evolution Building Blocks

Here we consider techniques that look at the system as a whole, in order to understand its global
properties. Three main research lines have been identified:
• Evolutionary Games: In evolutionary game theory, the evolution of entire populations can
be studied by modelling the interactions among individuals that receive a certain amount of
“reward” related to their reproduction capability (survival of the fittest). Populations that
receive higher reward will naturally grow, while others might disappear. Populations may
also be affected by mutations, or invasions by other populations. The evolutionary games
formalism is one of the basic mathematical tools designed for predicting population dynamics
in this context. Section 6.1 provides a brief overview of evolutionary games, their relevance
for BIONETS and the activities in this area that take place in BIONETS WP2.1.
• Stochastic processes: The behaviour of large-scale long-term distributed evolutionary processes can be studied using stochastic methods. This can be shown in Section 6.2, where
conditions for the convergence of evolutionary processes are determined in the context of an
opportunistic network. Section 6.2 contains a summary of research previously published in
[32] plus a short report on on-going work.
• Systems Biology: The field of Systems Biology [72] makes heavy use of mathematical models
to understand real biological systems and the complexity of the interactions between different
biological cycles and processes. It builds heavily upon graph theory, control theory, and probability, and includes experimental, theoretical, and modelling techniques. We can learn from
the techniques used in systems biology to study our artificial evolving systems in order to
understand their global behaviour. Indeed, as discussed in Section 5.2, Artificial Chemistries
[44] use graph representations which are very similar to those used in systems biology, therefore similar tools could be used to analyse them. In [81] chemical organisation theory is
presented as a theoretical base for studying large-scale artificial chemistry systems, such that
full, complex systems can be divided into smaller, manageable organisations. This theory has
been applied to study how evolution might emerge spontaneously in chemical organisations
[82], therefore this topic is highly relevant for BIONETS. Indeed, some prospective work has
started in this direction within the project, and points in the direction of Self-Organised
Criticality as a potential mechanism related to evolution. A summary of the insights gained
so far is presented in Section 6.3.

6.1

Evolutionary Game Theory

In this section we give a brief overview of evolutionary game theory, and discuss its potential use in
BIONETS. Note that evolutionary games are covered mainly in WP2.1, and are therefore outside
the scope of this deliverable, strictly speaking. However we felt that we should link this important
related topic to our general evolution framework, therefore we provide this present section as a
kind contribution from WP2.1 partners. The section shows the current state and plans for the use
of Evolutionary Games for network design to support the evolution of services in BIONETS.
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Basic features of evolutionary games

In the biological context, the amount of reward for an individual in interactions with other individuals is related to its reproduction capability. A higher reward (which can represent more food
or more chances to mate) to a behaviour (used by some population or a sub-group of a population)
implies a higher growth rate of that population (or in other words, of individuals that adopt that
behaviour [102]).
The evolutionary games formalism is one of the basic mathematical tools designed for predicting
population dynamics in the context of interactions between populations. This formalism identifies
and studies two concepts. The first is called ESS (for Evolutionary Stable Strategy), and the second
is the Replicator Dynamics.
The equilibrium is characterised by a property of robustness against invaders, which, in the
biological context are called mutations. The equilibrium has the following properties. First, if
equilibrium is reached, then the proportions of each population do not change in time. Secondly,
at equilibrium, the populations are immune from being invaded by other small populations.
The replicator dynamics describes the evolution of the interacting populations. This dynamics
can lead to convergence to the ESS, but in general, even if an ESS exists, there is no guarantee for
convergence to it. Even in the absence of convergence to ESS, one may be interested in identifying
weaker forms of convergence: convergence to a limit trajectory (possibly to a periodic one) that
may occur from any initial sizes of populations within some subset of states (this is known as
asymptotically stable system). If the subset includes all initial states then the system is said to
be globally asymptotic stable. For the definitions of these and other notions of convergence and
stability, see [71]. Trajectories may of course diverge, so that any two initial states give rise to
distinct trajectories whose distance from each other need not converge to zero. Yet, even then,
some form of stability can be defined: one in which all trajectories remain in some bounded set.
In the biological context, the replicator dynamics is a property of the population(s) that biologist observe, where as in engineering, the dynamics can be engineered. More generally, in trying
to learn from evolutionary games on design of services in BIONETS, we are interested in designing
evolutionary capabilities so that the services we are interested in have desirable properties at equilibrium. To enhance the evolution of services, we are also interested in designing the adaptation
capabilities of the network so as to allow new services that may be developed to invade an existing
configuration (which is possibly in some quasi-stable equilibrium).
Note that there are aspects of evolution which are not related to evolutionary games (both
in biology as well as in our framework). The adaptation capabilities through evolution which we
seek could be used not only in interactions with other populations, but also to adapt to a varying
environment. An example in biology is the adaptation to climate changes (which caused entire
species to disappear). An example in BIONETS is the adaptation opportunities of services to
faster processors and larger and quicker memory units.
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Definition of evolutionary games

Consider a large population of players. We assume that each individual occasionally needs to take
some action (such as power control decisions, or forwarding decision). We focus on some (arbitrary)
tagged individual. Occasionally, the action of some (random number of) other individuals interact
with the action of that individual (e.g. other neighbouring nodes transmit at the same time).
For simplicity, assume that each individual has only two available actions: 1 and 2.
We say that the whole population uses a mixed strategy q ∗ if a fraction q ∗ of the population
playing one strategy and the remainder q̄ ∗ playing the other (This can be realised for example if
each individual randomises between the strategies.) We define by J(p, q) the expected payoff for
our tagged individual if it uses a mixed strategy p while the rest of the population (with which it
interacts) uses the mixed strategy q ∗ .
Suppose that the population uses a mixed strategy q ∗ and that a small fraction (called ”mutations”) adopts another distribution p over the two strategies. If for all p 6= q ∗ ,
J(q ∗ , q ∗ ) > J(p, q ∗ )

(1)

then the mutations fraction in the population will tend to decrease (as it has a lower reward,
meaning a lower growth rate). q ∗ is then immune to mutations.
If there are n pure strategies (n = 2 in our case) denoted by s1 , . . . , sn , then a sufficient
condition for (1) is that
J(q ∗ , q ∗ ) > J(si , q ∗ ),

s = 1, . . . , n.

(2)

In the special case that the following holds,
J(q ∗ , q ∗ ) = J(p, q ∗ ) and J(q ∗ , p) > J(p, p) ∀p 6= q ∗ ,

(3)

a population using q ∗ are “weakly” immune against a mutation using p since if the mutant’s population grows, then we shall frequently have individuals with strategy q∗ competing with mutants; in
such cases, the condition J(q ∗ , p) > J(p, p) ensures that the growth rate of the original population
exceed that of the mutants. q ∗ that satisfies (1) or (3) is called a an evolutionary stable equilibria
(ESS).
ESS has first been defined in 1972 by M. Smith strategy in [113]. In 1982, Maynard Smith’s
seminal text Evolution and the Theory of Games [114]). appeared, followed shortly thereafter by
Axelrod’s famous work [9]. Although ESS have been defined in the context of biological systems, it
is highly relevant to engineering as well (see [124]). In particular, in the context of competition in
the access to a common medium, we can expect that a technology that provides better performance
will gain more market shares on the expense of less performant technologies.
In addition to identifying ESS, the Evolutionary Game theory community is often interested in
the actual evolution dynamics, i.e. of the actual convergence to an ESS (when it exists). Various
models called ”replicator dynamics” have been proposed for that, see e.g. [27] and [58].
We can learn and adopt notions from biology not only through the concept of evolutionary
game, but also in applications related to energy issues that have a central role both in biology
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as well as in mobile networking. The long term animal survival is directly related to its energy
strategies (competition over food etc), and a population of animals that have good strategies for
avoiding starvation is more fit and is expected to survive [61, 83, 84]. By analogy, we may expect
sensor networks whose components have efficient energy strategies to live longer and to have more
chances to survive [86].
6.1.3

Architecting evolutionary games in BIONETS

In WP2.1 work is in progress towards identifying parameters of evolutionary games in a BIONETS
context that have an impact on adaptation of services. We are not aware of existing work in that
direction.
A key issue in this context is the dynamics. Where as biologists come with models describing
observed evolution in nature (which is the Replicator Dynamics), in Engineering we can go beyond
this and determine new dynamics, or choose new values of parameters that are used by new or by
already known dynamics.
To that end, within WP2.1 there are plans to study a number of examples of convergence and
of non convergence of dynamics to an equilibrium, and see what we can learn from them. Some of
these examples are:
• [5] where conditions for non-convergence as well as conditions for convergence are identified
for non-cooperative routing games.
• [37], where convergence is established for a flow control problem,
• [4], where convergence is established for a decentralised power control problem.
The idea is to study conditions for which services have good conditions to evolve in the presence
of changes that may occur at various time scales, and to which these services may have to adapt.

6.2

Convergence Properties of Distributed Evolutionary Processes

In this section we focus on the case of atomic services exchanging parameters in a GA-like fashion:
with crossover and mutation, selection comes in as a consequence of interactions. The results of
this research have been published in [32].
The basis for our work was the idea that, in order to evolve, services need to show the ability
to drift towards better performance, resembling what several biological entities do. The key mechanism is the exchange, through a mating procedure, of data/code/parameters with other users. In
other words, we exploit nodes mobility to enable node cooperation, shaped as exchange of code
and/or parameters, so that the overall effect is a distributed evolution process. The success of this
evolution process is quantified through a standard metric, i.e., the fitness, which represents also
the driving parameter of the mating process. From the user’s point of view, the process of service
evolution is completely transparent, since what it experiences, in reality, is the evolution of the
degree of satisfaction to the actual service provided, i.e., what we call fitness. In other words, and
in order to keep the analysis and simulation scenarios simple, we will model not the actual service
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evolution, but, rather, the evolution of the fitness value (i.e., performance and/or satisfaction level)
experienced. It should be clear that our approach is rather simplistic, in that it confines the service
into a black box and just looks at its output in terms of fitness. On the other hand, the evolution
of fitness as an outcome of the evolution of the service code is something which should be evaluated
on a case-by-case basis, whereas we are interested in getting insight into a more general framework.
This is expected to provide useful information for the design of service mating policies, i.e., the
algorithms that will actually drive the service evolution. In the following, we will provide, as examples, three possible service mating policies, derive the associated fitness mating functions (i.e., the
functions that defines the fitness evolution process) and study their convergence properties. While
this is not meant to be omnicomprehensive, it enables us to individuate stable and optimal service
mating policies and to gain insight into the various factors influencing the design of an effective
service mating algorithm. In particular, we are interested in understanding how some factors (i.e.,
the number of nodes, the nodes speed, the mobility model) affect the evolution process. In terms of
fitness, we expect that services with a higher degree of fitness will have a higher chance to survive,
so that, in the mating process, their genes (e.g., routines, code parameters etc.) are likely to be
inherited by the offspring.
We define by Ii (t) the fitness level of service i at time t, taken to be in the interval [0, 1]. A
N
P
fitness level of 1 denotes a perfect service. We consider as system metric X(t) = N1
Ii (t).
i=1

We then introduce the following definitions:
Definition 1 A service mating policy is called stable if it leads to convergence of X(t) with unitary
probability.
Definition 2 A service mating policy is called optimal if it leads to convergence of X(t) to 1 with
unitary probability.
Please note that the condition of optimality is, in general, not sufficient for a mating policy to be
efficient. Indeed,we actually want a service that is able to converge fast to the optimal operating
point, which concerns the features of the transient behaviour of the process X(·), while optimality
here refers to a steady-state characteristic.
We assume that the service of user i can be represented as a binary vector v i = [vi (1), . . . , vi (T )],
vi (l) ∈ {0, 1}, l = 1, . . . , T 1 . The fitness is then taken to be:
Ii =

dH (vi , v ∗ )
,
T

(4)

where v ∗ represents the (unknown) optimal service setting and dH (·, ·) is the usual Hamming
distance.
We introduce the following service mating policies:
1 The

representation of the service as a binary string is fully general, in that it applies to any ICT service. This
abstraction, while enabling a general tractation, results in a simplistic approach with respect to “real” services. This
complies with the main focus of the paper, which is to gain a deep understanding of this distributed evolutionary
process; the application of the proposed framework to actual services is not straightforward, and is left for future
work.
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Definition 3 (Clonation mating policy) Let us consider two nodes with respective fitness level
I1 and I2 that get into mutual communication range. Let us assume, without any loss of generality,
I1 > I2 (if I1 = I2 no mating takes place). Then user 2 downloads (clones) user 1’s service. User
1 keeps its service unchanged.
Definition 4 (Clone-and-mutate mating policy) Let us consider two nodes with respective
fitness level I1 and I2 that get into mutual communication range. Let us assume, without any loss
of generality, I1 ≥ I2 (if I1 = I2 = 1 no mating takes place). Then user 2 downloads user 1’s
service. Mutation is then performed on the new vector v 2 , by changing each digit independently
with a given probability p (called the mutation probability). User 1 keeps its service unchanged.
Definition 5 (Combine-and-mutate mating policy) Let us consider two nodes with respective fitness level I1 and I2 that get into mutual communication range. Let us assume, without any
loss of generality, I1 ≥ I2 (if I1 = I2 = 1 no mating takes place). User 2 downloads user 1’s service, i.e., the vector v 1 . A number k is uniformly taken in the set {1, . . . , T }. Then, a new vector
v 0 2 = [v1 (1), . . . , v1 (k), v2 (k + 1), . . . , v2 (T )] is formed. Mutation is performed on this vector, by
changing each digit independently with probability p (called the mutation probability). User 1 keeps
its service unchanged.
To illustrate the fitness evolution process associated with such policies, let us consider the situation
when two nodes, running the same service (but with different parameters), presenting fitness
levels I1 and I2 , respectively, meet at time tk+1 . We assume, without any loss of generality, that
I1 (tk ) ≥ I2 (tk ) and I2 (tk ) < 1. Both I1 and I2 are taken to be in the interval [0, 1].
In general, we have (I1 (tk+1 ), I2 (tk+1 )) = φ [I1 (tk ), I2 (tk )], where φ[·] is what we call the fitness
mating function, that maps [0, 1] × [0, 1] into itself. The mating function is, in general, taken to be
a stochastic function, defined on {Ω, F, P}. For the three examples considered above, the fitness
mating function takes the following form:
φ[x, y] = (x, x) ,

clonation mating policy,

φ[x, y] = (x, x + ξ) , clone-and-mutate mating policy,
φ[x, y] = (x, ψ · x + (1 − ψ) · y + ξ)) ,

combine-and-mutate mating policy,

(5)
(6)
(7)

where ψ accounts for the combination operator and ξ is a random variable accounting for the
mutation operator. From the structure outlined in the definition, and considering that we can take
v ∗ to be uniformly distributed over the set of all possible service vectors (this can be seen as a
consequence of the maximum entropy principle) it is clear that E[ξ] = 0 and E[ψ] = 12 .
We are interested is in studying the convergence properties of the aforementioned policies. We
assume that the initial fitness values are independently taken from a continuous distribution F0 (·).
We get the following results, whose proofs (based on a simple use of the classical submartingales
convergence theorem) can be found in [33]:
Proposition 1 The clonation/clone-and-mutate/combine-and-mutate mating policies are stable.
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Proposition 2 The clonation mating policy is not optimal.
Proposition 3 The clone-and-mutate mating policy is optimal.
Proposition 4 The combine-and-mutate mating policy is optimal.
These results stress the importance of keeping some form of “openness” in the evolution environment. Such openness comes, in the proposed framework, by the introduction of the stochastic
perturbation induced by the mutation operator. On the other hand, these results are useful in
that they provide a first insight into design guidelines for efficient mating policies.
We have also developed a simulation platform for the proposed policies, using a freely available
software tools [94]. We simulated, for the whole range of simulation parameters, the two optimal
service mating policy outlined above, and took the mutation parameter p equal to 0.1. We denote
by N the total number of nodes, and assume that they are constrained to move in a square of
2000 × 2000 m2 . Each node is assumed to have a transmission range of 50 m, and IEEE 802.11bcompliant PHY and MAC protocols are used [63]. The nodes are initially dropped according to a
uniform distribution on the square, and then start moving according to either a Brownian Motion
(BM) or a Random Waypoint Mobility (RWM) at constant speed v taken in the set {2, 5, 10, 15}
m/s. For the RWM model, the pause time has been set to zero; also since we are interested in the
transient behaviour of the fitness level, the speed decay phenomenon does not play a significant
role in our scenario [133]. Please note that our simulation of RWM is not a perfect simulation
[77]. Indeed, we do not start the simulation with nodes distributed according to the steadystate distribution, but, rather, with a uniform one. This does indeed represent a pessimistic
assumption, in that, as it may be easily understood, a uniform distribution of nodes over the
area of interest is the distribution yielding the lowest probability of having nodes connected to one
another (or, alternatively, the highest node isolation probability). Nonetheless, we believe that such
an assumption leads to meaningful results in terms of comparison of the performance obtainable
with BM and RWM. For the BM model, a billiard-like reflection was used when the mobile reached
the edge of the domain. The initial fitness values are drawn from a set of i.i.d. random variables
having uniform distribution in the interval [0, 1]. What we are interested in measuring is the time
to convergence, that will be defined in two ways. First, fixing a threshold ξ (in the simulation, we
will use ξ = 0.95), we want
measurethe time it takes for the average fitness level to exceed ξ.
 to
N
P
avg
Formally, Tconv
= min t :

i=1

Ii (t)

N

≥ ξ . Then, we are interested in the time it takes for the all

µ
min
the fitness values to exceed ξ, i.e., Tconv
= min t :

¶
min
avg
min (Ii (t)) ≥ ξ . Clearly, Tconv
≥ Tconv
.

i=1,...,N

Further, the smaller such convergence times, the more efficient the evolution process and the ability
of the service to adapt to rapidly changing environmental conditions. Indeed, while the framework
outlined in the previous section was able to answer our questions regarding the stability (i.e., the
steady-state) of the distributed evolution process, we did not get any quantitative result on the
convergence time, that is what in reality impacts the user’s perception of the service quality.
The first issue we want to address is which of the two optimal mating policies described in the
previous section is able to achieve the faster convergence. The results, in terms of 95% confidence
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Figure 8: Convergence times for the clone-and-mutate mating policy, random waypoint mobility
model.
interval for the convergence times, for the RWM mobility model are reported in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9
for the clone-and-mutate and combine-and-mutate policies, respectively. It can be seen that the
clone-and-mutate has, in general, quite lower convergence times, showing thus higher ability to
adapt to changing environmental conditions. On the other hand, the combine-and-mutate is able
to achieve interesting performance figures when dealing with high-density high-mobility scenarios,
the most interesting cases for the pervasive environments we are targeting. The combine-andmutate policy shows then to represent an interesting choice, and we are currently investigating
whether more complex extensions of such a scheme can be actually used to speed up the service
evolution process.
We also tested extensively the case of BM mobility model, which resulted in worse performance
with respect to the RWM case. In Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 we reported the convergence times for
the clone-and-mutate and combine-and-mutate policies. The results are reported, in terms of 95%
confidence interval, only for the cases of N = 75, 100, 125, 150 users moving at a speed v = 10, 15
m/s, because of the extremely long convergence times under such a mobility model. As it may be
easily seen comparing these results with the ones in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the RWM model is able to
achieve much better performance (almost one order of magnitude), in terms of convergence time.
This phenomenon is worth some comments. In general, it reflects the fact that the inter-meeting
times in the RWM are smaller than in the BM (see [54] for an extensive and in-depth discussion of
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Figure 9: Convergence times for the combine-and-mutate mating policy, random waypoint mobility
model.
such phenomena). However, the difference in the inter-meeting times statistics is not sufficient to
completely understand the difference between the two. Indeed, an extensive analysis of the trace
files shows that the convergence (in particular for the minimum value) is driven by a few nodes
which keep isolated for a very long time. This comes from the well-known tendency of the BM
model to “move around”, without getting far from the initial location. Hence, if a node is very far
from all the others in the initial distribution, it will take him a very long time before getting in
contact with the rest of the population. Further, nodes will tend to remain in closed clusters; the
evolution process remains localised inside the cluster and hence becomes much lower, since such
a “local” evolution takes place over a small population. On the other hand, in RWM, nodes tend
to pass through the centre, and to meet more regularly with each other. In particular, a careful
analysis of the trace files show that the time it takes for a node to get in touch with all other
nodes is much lower in RWM than in the BM model. We might thus conclude that regularity in
the traffic pattern helps in speeding up the convergence process.
6.2.1

Current State and Next Steps

We are currently working on the dynamics of the processes described above, beyond just steadystate analysis as in the convergence analysis, by using dynamic programming and other tools. The
goal is to achieve a definition of optimality of mating policies in terms of their dynamic behaviour.
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Figure 10: Convergence times for the clone-and-mutate mating policy, Brownian motion mobility
model.
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Figure 11: Convergence times for the combine-and-mutate mating policy, Brownian motion mobility model.

In this sense, an optimal mating policy is one which achieves average fitness of one in the smallest
possible time. We conjecture that the clone-and-mutate policy is optimal in this sense, though we
have not been able to prove it formally yet. We also conjecture that a “weighted” version of the
combine-and-mutate policy (in which the crossover point is chosen according to the fitness level of
the two original services) is optimal in this sense as well.
Another interesting direction to pursue is the study of adaptive mutation policies. The idea
is to mimic what happens in some real biological systems, in which, in the presence of a stress
condition (which can be considered as equivalent to low fitness value), a high mutation rate can
be observed. Coupled with natural selection, this ensures that in a relatively short time (usually
of the order of ten generations) the organism gets back to a relatively stable state, characterised
by a quite high fitness value and a low mutation probability. Since in our system the mutation
probability is –in some sense– a “free parameter”, we plan to extend our study to introduce more
dynamical mutation policies.
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Self-Organised Criticality and Evolution

In this section we aim at pointing out some models of real biological systems which play an
important role in understanding and designing self-evolving services.
The first link which is apparent concerns the problem of describing interactions by means of
graph-based models. This concept has quite a long successful history in systems biology, being
driven by the need to understand the complex machinery underpinning the gene expression mechanism and interactions among molecules. A good survey of the application of graph-based models
to such problems is reported in [23]. It is worth remarking that such models are extensively used
in bio-informatics, and in particular in application of (stochastic) π-calculus, where they are used
to model the interactions among molecules/genes.
An interesting property biological systems share with (some) computer networks is related to
the degree distribution of such graphs of interactions. In particular, it has been extensively shown
that a great number of such systems show a node degree which is distributed according to a power
law [1]. Such models apply, in particular, to a rather wide class of evolving (or growing) networks,
in which the attachment of new entities to existing ones follows a preferential model, i.e., newcomers
attach more easily to well-connected nodes. Preferential attachment is, however, only one of the
mechanisms which give rise to networks with power-law node degree distribution. The group of
A.-L. Barabasi at University of Notre-Dame coined the term scale-free to describe such graphs.
The characterisation in terms of node degree distribution alone is, nonetheless, not sufficient to
explain some of the key properties of many naturally arising networks which possess such scale-free
property. Indeed, such graphs can be characterised as robust yet fragile. This is due to the fact that
such systems appear to be extremely robust in terms of fault-tolerance against random failures,
but extremely fragile to targeted attacks. This comes from the fact that, in scale-free networks,
there are “hubs” which tend to constitute a kind of backbone of the system, holding the system
together. And these hubs represent the Achille’s heel of such systems.
Another related property of most graphs arising in the study of biological and socio-economical
processes is self-similarity (also referred to as scale-invariance). This refers to the fact that the
system, observed at different scales, shows the same properties (i.e., shows a fractal structure)
[115]. This involves the definition of a coarse-graining operation, which can be defined in terms of
nodes pruning and collapsing. As an example, we could think of a graph of social contacts, where
nodes corresponds to individuals and links correspond to some form of relationship. We could then,
according to some well-defined rule, group such individuals in communities. We would therefore get
another graph, where the nodes set consists of communities and links exist if individuals from two
different communities are related in the original graph. The process can then be repeated to get
the picture, at a different scale (or level of granularity) of the social network under consideration.
The fact that the nodes degree follow a power law is –in general– not sufficient to ensure that
the network show a self-similar behaviour (and the term itself “scale-free” suggests inherently this
self-similarity). A more detailed model can be given as follows [79]. Let us consider a network with
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associated graph G, and edge set E. We denote by di the degree of node i. Then, we introduce
s(G) =

X

di dj .

(i,j)∈E

Such a quantity takes a large value if nodes with high degree are connected to nodes with high
degree. We define by smax the maximum value of s(·), taken over the set of all graphs with an
identical node degree distribution to G. We then define:
S(G) =

s(G)
.
smax

Graphs with low S(G) are said to be scale-rich, whereas a graph is said to be scale-free if S(G) is
close to 1. In this way, the definition of scale-free incorporates fractal-like behaviour.
In general, the term “self-similar” refers to the fact that some correlation functions show nontrivial power law behaviour. This is clearly an interesting property, from the point of view of a
system engineer, in that it ensures that the resulting system is fully scalable. Interestingly, most
biological systems are able to reach a steady state presenting self-similarity properties without the
need of any external control. Such property is broadly referred to as Self-Organised Criticality
(SOC), after the seminal work of [10]. While the suitability of SOC as a target goal for system
engineers is currently debated in the complex systems community [79], it is understood that SOC
is one of the mechanisms by which complexity may arise in nature [53].
System exhibiting SOC are, in general, not in equilibrium. They do present a steady state (in
the broad sense that some average characteristics keep unchanged over time), but they do present
variation in time. They are open dissipative systems, which require energy from the outside to
offset the dissipation [40]. And it is worth remarking that BIONETS systems are intrinsically open
dissipative systems, where the free energy needed to self-organise the services (and, consequently,
the supporting network) comes from socio-economical processes.
It is also particularly appealing that some simple models of evolution in an ecosystem lead to
a non-equilibrium steady state exhibiting SOC. One of these, on which we will focus due to its
simplicity, is the Bak-Sneppen model of co-evolution of species. It presents all the key BIONETS
“ingredients” (natural selection and interactions) and is therefore useful to gain insight into how
SOC may appear in an evolutionary BIONETS system.
The Bak-Sneppen model considers N co-species, represented by points on a circle. Initially,
each specie is assigned a fitness value uniformly taken in the set [0, 1]. The system dynamic works
in rounds. At every round, the specie with the minimum fitness is eliminated from the system,
together with its two adjacent species on the circle (this accounts for interactions among different
species). These are replaced by new species, with fitness taken independently and uniformly in
[0, 1]. This model can be shown to present SOC features [85].
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A Framework for Self-Evolving Protocols and Services

After describing the evolution problem in Section 3, breaking it into micro- and macro-levels in
Section 4, and selecting promising building blocks for a solution at each level in Sections 5 and 6
respectively, we now put all these puzzle pieces together in order to obtain a generic framework
that can later be instantiated for service (in WP3.2) or protocol (WP1.2) on-line evolution.
The framework highlights two important aspects: The first is a link between micro- and macrolevels that allows us to study the impact of micro-level program transformations on the general
behaviour of the system, reflected by its capacity to achieve the desired goals set by the user.
The second is the communication aspect inherent to a pervasive network context: communication
enables the interactions that drive the evolution process. To cover these two aspects, we identify essential elements for evolution, and propose an extension of evolutionary computing using
these elements. The extension is based on an interaction graph model through which services can
exchange information for evolutionary purposes.
We start by identifying the evolution elements in Section 7.1 and then in Section 7.6 we describe
the graph model and the corresponding extension of the evolutionary computing steps in Section
5.1 to our distributed on-line context.

7.1

Elements of the Evolution Framework

According to the BIONETS paradigm proposed in [29, 31] (which was the seed for the BIONETS
project), evolutionary services are modelled after living organisms which are user-situated. They
are hosted on U-Nodes and move through the physical movement of the users through the network,
which is the habitat of such moving organisms.
Each service is governed by a program and its related data that are organised into chromosomes,
which constitute the genetic information that encodes their behaviour and goals. According to [29],
“chromosomes are collections of genes that are the smallest service (related) data unit and inborn
intelligence/instincts and thus represent all the information needed by the organism to function
and by the service to be executed”.
Note however that the service designer might decide not to encode all the service implementation
information in a “chromosome” that is exported and submitted to evolution rules. The way
chromosomes are encoded and exchanged determines which parts of the service are subject to
evolution, and which parts are fixed. In the BIONETS plan, this relates to the four roadmap
phases described in Section 3.4: in a first phase, only service parameters would be subject to
evolution; and so on, up to a fourth phase where the service code could also evolve.
A mating process is defined as the exchange of genetic information among services, which
results in offspring representing new service variants generated on user’s devices. Through mating
preferences, some services will have a higher chance to reproduce and therefore to spread. A
fitness measure is available for this purpose. This mechanism provides a selection pressure similar
to natural selection which pushes services to constantly optimise themselves, leading to evolution.
As in nature, it is possible to define a complete life-cycle of our “service organisms”, starting
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from the “birth” of an organism (service creation), then reproduction (with the purpose of evolution) and death (service deprecation). This life-cycle is now being defined in detail in WP3.2.
Within the BIONETS project we are also extending the notion of evolving services proposed in
[29, 31] to communication protocols in WP1.2.
The specifics of protocol and services with respect to generic software require that communication, i.e., interaction between evolving portions of the network, be placed at the forefront of the
evolution framework. This communication happens in the context of a pervasive environment as
described in Section 2, in which disconnected operation is often a rule rather than an exception.
This is depicted in Figure 12 where “service chromosomes” are subject to genetic transformations
such as crossover and mutation (indicated by dotted arrows on the figure), and are exchanged via
the network among U-Nodes (represented by thick arrows between big red dots). T-Nodes are
represented as small blue dots that do not participate in evolutionary interactions but which may
be influenced by them, as the sensor data they provide might be treated differently as a result of
new emerging services.

Figure 12: Distributed On-Line Evolution in the BIONETS Architecture
Evolution should happen such that it improves system operation while keeping it robust and
safe. These requirements seem contradictory, since evolution implies change, and change involves
risks. The only way to achieve such goal is to build resilience and self-healing features at the core
of every service, such that the system is able to recover from eventual disruptions in a smooth and
autonomic way.
We can therefore identify the following essential “pieces of the puzzle” without which the system
is not able to evolve autonomically:
• High-level goals: User-level goals that the system should constantly seek to satisfy in spite
of changes in the environment.
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• Monitoring: Measure the system behaviour and performance, as well as external environment conditions.
• Fitness evaluation: Evaluate the fitness of a given protocol or service as a measure of its
performance against the expected high-level goals.
• Feedback: Provide fitness feedback to the evaluated services; the latter ones can use this
feedback to improve themselves.
• Selection: Select those services or protocols that are best suited for a given task according
to their fitness, and replace outdated or misbehaving ones.
• Transformation: Operate changes on services and protocols with the aim of improving
their performance. Common transformations include mutation and crossover, but could also
include different operations. A transformation could involve simple changes in parameters,
but could also imply code change, ultimately leading to a new version of a component, with
potentially new functionality and behaviour.
• Communication: Exchange of data through the network, necessary to exchange fitness information, to perform transformations that involve two or more components (e.g. crossover),
and to disseminate the best service and protocol variants to regions of the network where
they are needed.
Some of the pieces above are functions that can be performed by some logical units: monitoring,
fitness evaluation (using monitored information), selection (using fitness information), transformation, communications. Others are signals that are obtained by a logical unit via an interface:
high-level goals, fitness feedback (after evaluation), monitoring information concerning service performance (input for fitness evaluation). We now describe some of these building blocks in more
detail.

7.2

High-level goals

The user interface with an autonomic system is a crucial element to obtain high-level goals from
the user, translate them into an initial corresponding service configuration, and use them later on
to keep the service optimised.
Besides that, fitness feedback from the user is also a form of expressing high-level goals, and
also of expressing changes in these goals. This means that a drop in fitness for a service whose
performance remains unchanged may indicate a change in the desired high-level goal expressed by
the user.
The simplest form of feedback is just switching applications or services: if the user is not satisfied
with the results, he or she simply switches to a potentially better one, until the desired result is
achieved. Currently this happens mostly in an ad hoc way. The underlying services running on
the machine are totally unaware of the reasons why a user might opt of this or that application.
They are therefore unable to use this feedback to try and improve their own performance.
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In the future we envisage systems that are able to learn from feedback provided by the users.
The article [108] contains several pieces of text and citations that illustrate this research goal: “Can
you think of some chore or duty that a person does that she doesn’t do better the second time? Or
can you think of some chore or duty that a computer does that it does do better the second time?
[...] In people ... learning and adapting take place at many levels simultaneously and continually,
and we in Machine Learning must find out how to build our models and software to do so too. [...]
People learn because they care – that is, they have purposes or motivation. The essence of a purpose
is choice and evaluation through some form of feedback [...] I really want my agent to be what I
am going to want in the future, even as those wants change and evolve. [...] purpose structures in
ambitious pieces of software would enable adaptation at many levels simultaneously, making it far
easier for programmers to design that software and to understand and correct errors.”2
In the field of autonomic communication, several research groups are dealing with problem
of obtaining and manipulating machine-readable semantic-rich knowledge [38, 69, 107] in order to
facilitate the human-machine communication needed to express such user-level goals and other
tasks. We assume that somehow the problem will be solved, and that feedback from the user is
readily available at some machine-readable form that can be interpreted by the underlying fitness
feedback system.

7.3

Transformation

A fundamental problem to be solved is how to obtain successful program transformations, starting
with an initially correct program (one of our assumptions from 3.3).
First of all, the meaning of “successful” is highly application-dependent, and implies that the
user interface with the autonomic system is crucial to obtain this information from the user, as
explained in Section 7.2 above. On the other hand, transformations might also apply to services
which are not directly connected to the user, but provide services to other services, in a cascade
service composition way, as will be explained in the graph model of Section 7.6.
We assume that the fitness of the resulting transformations of a given service can be evaluated
by their client(s) as explained in Sections 7.4 and 7.6.
Two problems then remain: how to proactively detect that a transformation is necessary or
desirable, and (probably the hardest one) how exactly to operate on the program to make the
transformation happen with the highest chance of success.
Autonomic program transformations are one of the most difficult challenges that we have to
face. Even mere parameter changes may lead to service disruption when not carefully engineered.
Code transformations are even harder: it has been shown that only a small fraction of assemblylike Turing-Complete programs evolved by genetic programming halts, and this fraction decreases
sharply with the length of the program and with the number of jump instructions [76]. This is
not the case with tree-based (Lisp-like) programs that are commonplace in genetic programming;
these are in most cases not Turing-Complete, and the set of instructions is carefully chosen to
2 excerpts from [108] which contains itself other citations, so please refer to [108] for more details on the exact
sources of each sentence.
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avoid loops. However, tree-based programs are not guaranteed to operate correctly either, so other
forms of disruption may occur, which make them unfeasible for on-line evolution. As highlighted
in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we are currently investigating chemical programming languages in which
instructions are represented by molecules and the execution proceeds as chemical reactions. Code
transformations are a natural process in a chemical program, which makes them more robust to
the transformations necessary to achieve evolution.
It is also essential that bad or unsuitable programs be detected and eliminated. One could argue
that it would be even better if the system never generated bad or unsuitable program variants.
For instance, one could argue that by using a completely deterministic and formal approach, it
should be possible to derive provably correct programs, that will always satisfy the specifications.
In reality however, this is not a feasible approach in practice, except for very simple problems.
This is typically true in an on-line setting, and where unpredictable changes may occur, which is
the scenario considered in BIONETS.
Therefore we argue in favour of a resilient approach to evolution, that considers failures as part
of the operation, and that take action accordingly, in a self-healing way. This approach is more
robust and autonomic, since it does not require provably correct transformations but rely on the
selection system to promote good transformations and filter out bad ones. This also makes the
system more generic, because if formal transformations methods are available then the system can
benefit from them since they would lead to high-fitness programs.

7.4

Fitness Evaluation and Feedback

One of the critical issues for evolutionary processes to take place is the implementation of a natural
selection process. Feedback in the form of fitness is the driver of such process. Recall from Section
3.3 that we assume that the starting point for evolution is a running service that needs to continuously self-optimise and adapt to changes in the environment. Evolution as a self-optimisation
process can be modelled and understood in terms of closed-loop control systems, where the environment can be used to gather information for tuning and optimising the system behaviour in an
automatic manner. This is depicted in Figure 13.
A fitness function has two components: (i) an objective component (user-independent), which
reflects the properties of the running service in terms of performance, i.e., ability to attain the
target goals (ii) a subjective component (user-dependent) which reflects the level of satisfaction of
the end user. While part (i) can be implemented in a software system (it just requires a monitoring
unit), part (ii) seems more challenging to obtain. Indeed, it implies a lot of work in terms of humancomputer interface, for understanding, in a transparent automated way, what the user expects from
the system.
Assuming that somehow this “fitness” level can be estimated, the next step is to determine
how to react to it. In general, the fitness can be understood as a feedback signal, generated by the
environment. The general picture is therefore that of a classical closed-loop control system, as in
Figure 13, acknowledged to represent a general model for self-managing systems [41]. The system
is constituted of the service unit which receives an input from a unit (called evolution engine)
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Figure 13: Representation of a self-evolving service as a feedback control system. The dashed
inner-loop control represents an adaptive mechanism hardwired in the service code.
which, upon evaluation of the service fitness (by considering the actions taken, comparing them
with the high-level goals and considering also user-dependent fitness components) determines the
modification to be done to the service itself. The inner feedback loop in Fig. 13 accounts for the
fact that a service can include a hardwired adaptive mechanism. Such inner loop is able to change
only the behaviour, but not the functionalities of the service. The evolution engine comes into
action when functionality changes are involved.

7.5

Selection

Once fitness information is available, how can a client decide which of the (potentially competing)
service providers to choose? In an ideal world, choosing among two or more potential services
could be based on full knowledge of the factors that determine the services’ fitness for a given task
and situation. This knowledge could be gained either through analytic work and/or through past
experiences, and incorporated into an intelligent decision making system that would then be able
to pick the right service for the right task. An algorithm to perform such choice is proposed in
the context of autonomic computing [132], to automatically select among competing components
based on their workload characteristics.
Our hypothesis is that a complete modelling will in general not be feasible in a dynamically
changing environment. In an evolutionary framework, “on-line experiments” are a necessary addition to classical assessment methods and can be applied in all situations, even when no model is
available.
We have proposed a framework for dynamic evaluation and selection of protocols, and have
performed some initial feasibility experiments to show how an application could automatically
select from a set of protocols given their fitness, evaluated over a given period that determines the
duration of the experiment [104]. Two types of on-line experiments have been be envisaged: Serial
and parallel experiments.
Figure 14 shows how these parallel and serial experiments can be performed. Figure 14(a)
shows a typical parallel experiment. At time t0 the experiment starts with three protocols in
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(b) serial experiments

Figure 14: Several cases of parallel (a) and serial (b) experiments online.

parallel, P1 , P2 , and P3 . Each protocol receives a full copy of the traffic, leading to redundancy
which is used for fault tolerance: if one of the protocols misbehaves, the service is still delivered
by one of the others. At t1 the experimenter decides that it is better to replace P2 by P4 , and at
t2 P1 is replaced by P5 .
Figure 14(b) shows three possibilities for serial experiments: the first one (left side) is the
simplest case, where only one protocol is used at a given time, and the experimenter switches
protocols in response to observations from the monitors and the checker. In the second case
(middle) a coarse multiplexing of protocols is performed, with part of the traffic sent to one
protocol and part to the other. The shares of the different protocols vary in coarse chunks. The
third case (right side) shows a fine-grain, gradual multiplexing scheme in which the percentage of
traffic that goes to each protocol is adjusted dynamically.
The choice of the observation and switching period is crucial: too short observations do not provide sufficient statistical information, and too long observations provide slow feedback to switching
decisions. A too short switching period does not leave sufficient time for new protocols to initialise
and adapt to the new environment, does not capitalise on the transition time spent, and could
lead to undesirable performance oscillations. A too long switching period would result in slow
adaptation.
We have simulated the selections scheme for two cases: the selection of a reliable transport protocol for a simple file transfer application, and the selection of proper loss concealment mechanism
[105] for a voice over IP application. See [104] for the detailed results.
Our results show that designing such a selection and evaluation functionality for an on-line
setting is a challenging problem. First of all, a definition of “normal” service operation must be
considered, in analogy to intrusion detection systems [49]. Although some works propose schemes
to measure protocol normal behaviour [49], the functionality check of a service from a high level
description is still mostly unsolved.
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Fitness evaluation requires continuous tests, whose duration and resources consumed should be
carefully assessed. Moreover, tests may affect network behaviour, making the comparison between
protocols difficult.
The appropriate monitoring and “service/protocol switching logic” needs to be carefully studied
in order to detect the correlation between actions and events, which is a classical problem in
feedback systems needed for continuous evaluation. The work of [132] provides a good entry point
for this, but more needs to be done to obtain flexible strategies valid for any number and type of
protocols/services in parallel or in series.
The coordination (signalling) needed is also a matter of concern: first of all, switching protocols
must happen in a coordinated way such that all end points use compatible protocols. This is one
of the reasons why in Section 7.6 we make a simplification by starting with atomic services as
opposed to fully distributed protocols. Secondly, fitness should be reported by the remote side
in an accurate and trustworthy manner, in order to detect and eliminate unsuitable programs,
like the cheat programs that could emerge by genetic programming, which have been discussed in
Section 5.3.2.
Even if very challenging, we believe this is a promising research direction, ultimately leading to
future networks in which protocols can be synthesised automatically, and which evolve to match
new needs, and heal themselves against disruptions.

7.6

A Graph Model of Atomic Service Evolution

We are dealing with a distributed communication system, in which interactions (understood as the
possibility of transmitting information between service entities) take place by means of communication. Therefore, the ability to communicate is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the
ability to interact.
In this context, modelling all the elements listed in Section 7.1 is a complex task in general.
Here the distinction between higher-level services and communication protocols comes into play:
While some services may be distributed entities spanning several nodes, other services may run
at a single node: we refer to the latter as atomic services. On the other hand, communication
protocols always run on multiple nodes by definition: there is at least one source and one sink in
a communication session. This means that evolving a protocol or a distributed service requires a
distributed infrastructure comprising a trusted distributed fitness evaluation mechanism.
We have started by considering atomic services. Atomic services are composed of a single
element whose fitness is evaluated at a single location. The resulting simplified model has been
published in [88] and is summarised here. In this context, modelling a distributed service may be
simplified by locally evaluating each of its constituent parts independently. This model is deficient
since it loses sight of the global service behaviour. However it is useful as a starting point.
We model atomic service interactions using graphs, as follows: Given a system consisting of
N nodes, each one representing a service, we can define an undirected graph Ginteractions having
vertex set V = {1, . . . , N } and an edge between node i and node j if and only if atomic services i
and j actually interact.
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There are several types of interaction, including client-server, direct peer interaction (for information sharing between peers belonging to the same distributed service), and breeding (crossover)
interactions for evolutionary purposes.
An interaction is considered over a given timescale T . Considering the mobility of users/devices/services
in the network, we can also construct a connectivity graph Gconnectivity over the timescale T , where
an edge is drawn between node i and j if, over the considered timescale, they happen to belong to
the same island of connected nodes, and there exists an underlying bidirectional communication
path connecting i and j. If all the nodes were static, Gconnectivity would represent, for any T , the
overlay topology of connectivity among nodes hosting service interconnection.
To complete the picture, we also need to define two other graphs. The first one is called
evolution graph and denoted by Gevolution , where the existence of an edge (i, j) means that the
interaction between services i and j corresponds to the exchange of information for evolutionary
purposes (i.e., they can give rise to new services by crossover operations). Services i and j must
be alternative implementations of the same service. It is easy to understand that
Gevolution ⊆ Ginteractions ⊆ Gconnectivity .
The second graph is called the client-server graph and denoted by Gclientserver . It is a directed
graph, where the existence of a i → j link means that service i is a client of service j. A weight on
link i → j indicates the fitness of service j as evaluated by its client i. A client-server relationship
between two nodes is a form of interaction, therefore:
Gclientserver ⊆ Ginteractions ⊆ Gconnectivity
Note that the first inclusion means that the set of directed edges of Gclientserver is a subset of the set
of undirected edges of Ginteractions . This can be achieved either by ignoring the direction of the links
in Gclientserver , or by replacing every undirected link in Ginteractions with two corresponding directed
links. Further, it is worth stressing that Gclientserver and Gevolution have no direct relationship with
each other, apart from the fact they are subgraphs of the same graph Ginteractions .
Since the interactions related to evolution rely on connectivity, the network dynamics is one
of the drivers of the evolution process. However, as already stressed, this provides just a necessary condition for interactions to take place. We believe that socio-economic processes shall be
accounted for in order to reach a complete picture of the interaction process between services in
BIONETS. The field of Social Network Analysis [125] will help in the analysis of the interdependencies between the technical infrastructure, the business and service transactions, and the social
networks of users.
While the concept of connectivity graph is well-understood in the case of static fixed networks
(and a lot of papers within the complex systems community have revealed the implications arising
from the properties of the Internet’s topology [1]), there is no global theoretical framework for
understanding connectivity in a mobile disconnected scenario. In this section we provide a first
example on how to define such connectivity graph. For the sake of clarity, we will refer to (atomic)
services as nodes of the graph; when we say that two services meet, we mean that the devices hosting
them get within mutual communication range and are (physically) able to exchange information.
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Consider, again, a set of N users, possibly mobile, and fix a time window T . We will focus on the
time window [t0 , t0 + T ), for an arbitrarily chosen time instant t0 . Consider the contact process
Z = (t, σ), where t0 ≤ t < t0 +T is the time instant at which a meeting takes place3 and σ is a mark
of the form (i, j), i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N } being the IDs of the nodes that become able to communicate
at time t. When an island gets formed, all the possible pairs of nodes are considered. At t0 , the
process registers all the paths in the initial configuration. We can build a connectivity graph in
the following way. Consider an initially empty graph with vertex set {1, . . . , N }. If the process Z
admits a mark (i, j), we draw an edge between i and j, if not already present. In this way, we can
construct the graph Gconnectivity .
Our aim is to extend the algorithmic steps of GAs and GP to this graph context, using a
catalysis graph model. In order to do so, we first introduce a chemical model, introduced for
studying the origin of life problem in [66]. Indeed, many researchers studying the origin of life
problem have come up with hypotheses based on chemical reaction models, on how life would have
emerged out of simple molecules. The problem is to understand under which conditions order (in
the form of structure and complexity) may appear given an initial set of simple molecular species
which interact in a pseudo-random fashion.
A chemical reaction takes a number of substrates or reactants and produces a number of products,
sometimes with the help of a catalyst, a substance that accelerates or facilitates the reaction without
being consumed in the process. A molecule may act as catalyst or inhibitor for different reactions.
When the supply of substrate is abundant with respect to the amount of catalyst, the rate of
product formation depends directly upon the amount of catalyst. The model in [66] relies on this
simplifying assumption, and models molecules as catalysts or inhibitors for the production of other
molecules. Moreover they consider the system evolution over time-scales long enough so that any
molecule may interact with any other molecule in the system. The least fit molecules (in terms of
relative population) are dropped at each round and are replaced by new molecules.
While perhaps too simplistic from a chemistry point of view, this model can be easily transposed
to the service evolution case: services can be modelled as molecules that act as catalysts for other
services, providing incentives for them to spread over the network, or may inhibit services that are
not suitable.
In [66] catalytic and inhibitive features are modelled by means of a directed graph, where a
positive (respectively: negative) weight associated to a link i → j means that molecule i is a
catalyst (respectively: inhibitor) for molecule j. No self-loops are considered.4 It is shown that
such model experiences a phase transition, consisting in the sudden appearance of a set of molecules
that take over the others, i.e. some form of “order” emerges. The arising of order can be well
understood here by considering autocatalytic sets (ACSs). An autocatalytic set is defined as a
set of molecular species which contains a catalyst for each of its member species. ACSs act as
self-replicating structures, even if none of the constituent molecules can self-replicate in isolation.
Two examples of ACSs are shown in Fig. 15. In this figure, the nodes si are catalysts according to
3 Referring to [34] for a more formal definition of the meeting process, we define a meeting as the event that two
nodes are able to transmit data.
4 The absence of self-loops ensures that no self-replicating molecules can be present.
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the simplified model in [66], and the links between nodes have a constant weight ci,j representing
the strength of the catalytic (when ci,j > 0) or inhibitory (when ci,j < 0) effect (only a few sample
node labels and weights are indicated, for the sake of simplicity). The simplest ACSs are cycles
(also referred to as hypercycles [8, 48]), but not all ACSs are cycles; on the other hand, every ACS
contains at least one cycle. It is possible also to show that (i) ACSs appear with high probability in
a finite time, given any initial condition (ii) once an ACS appears, the phase transition takes place
at exponential speed [67]. This example shows the importance of interactions (and cooperation)
in evolution.
c 1,2

s1

c

c

s1

1,2

2,1

s2

s2

Figure 15: Two examples of autocatalytic sets.
It is worth adding a remark with respect to the absence of self-loops in the model. Self-loops
represent a degenerate form of ACS, in that a self-loop with positive weight would indeed characterise, in the simplified chemical framework, a molecule able to self-replicate. The dynamics of
such molecule is of little interest (the concentration would just grow exponentially over time). It is
however not clear at the moment if self-loops can provide an interesting model for service evolution,
i.e., whether services should be allowed to self-replicate (like worms do). It is interesting to note
that self-loops correspond to a quasispecies model in systems biology, describing the dynamics of
a system of self-replicating entities. This has proved to be useful in modelling the processes of
self-replication of macromolecules (DNA, RNA). Self-replication can provide diversity by means
of mutations (taking place as errors in the process of replication) and is used also as a model for
asexual reproduction of bacteria and viruses. Its direct applicability to service evolution is an open
issue, due to obvious security considerations. This is an example of the typical trade-off between
security and flexibility (provided here by automated functionality extension).
Now we can provide a generalisation of GA/GP based on such model of chemical interactions.
Step 1. Representing Candidate Services
In GA/GP we generally have a set of candidate solutions for a single given problem, while in
our case we have a full graph of distinct services, each solving a separate problem as requested by
their clients. Furthermore, several instances of the same service may be available in the network,
according the demand for that service. In order to model that, we take inspiration from the
catalysis model introduced above.
Initially (t = t0 ), a set of candidate services are available, represented as the nodes of Gclientserver (t0 ).
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Each node i has an associated “concentration” value ki , representing the initial amount of catalyst
i available in the system. Fig. 16 shows two examples of client-server interaction graphs, where si
represents a service and a weight ci,j on a link represents the fitness of sj as evaluated by si . Note
that, in contrast with the autocatalytic sets mentioned above (compare with Fig. 15), we focus
on acyclic graphs. We do not know yet whether cyclic graphs would emerge or make a sense in
real-world client-server interactions. This remains to be verified in future experiments.
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Figure 16: Two examples of acyclic client-server interactions
Assuming that the concentrations of reactants are large enough (as in [66]), the rate of product
formation when catalyst i catalyses product j is:
∂kj
= αi,j ki − βkj
∂t

(8)

where αi,j is a constant weight on link (i, j), and β > 0 represents a natural “death rate”.
The rate of product formation can be controlled by the quantity of catalyst and the constant
α, while the rate of destruction of the same product is determined by β.
Considering that one service may have several clients, (8) can be extended to a set of equations
for the system dynamics:

X
∂kj
=
αi,j ki ,
∂t
i

j ∈ V,

(9)

where αj,j = −β by definition and αi,j = 0 if no (i, j) link is present in the client/server graph.
Since the physical location of services is not explicitly modelled here, a high concentration of a
substrate means that more copies of the service are available in the network, no matter at which
physical nodes these copies are located. In case they are all in the same machine, it actually means
that the weight or popularity of this service on this machine is high (the physical process itself
is not necessarily replicated, as in the case of a web server serving multiple clients). This model
matches well with multisets in chemical computing (see Section 5.2), in which copies of the same
instance are represented by a simple multiplicity counter.
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Step 2. Distributed Fitness Evaluation
In contrast to GA/GP, it is now up to each client to evaluate the fitness of the services it uses.
Each service may be used by a set of clients, and may thus receive different evaluation feedback
from each one.
In order to model this distributed fitness feedback flow, we define αi,j in Equations (8) and (9)
as the fitness of service j as evaluated by its client i during period T . In this way, the amount of
a service increases with its fitness and the amount of clients demanding that service. A constant
death rate ensures that a service that is not very useful will not indefinitely consume resources in
the system.
The range of fitness values must be the same over the whole system. If we adopt the convention
of [66] (catalysis versus inhibition) we could establish a fitness range of [−1; 1] with −1 meaning a
totally harmful service, 0 a useless service (but not harmful) and +1 a totally fit (perfect) service.
Since the weights directly influence the rate of catalysis of the service according to (8) and (9),
a negative weight (or fitness) contributes to decrease the service “concentration”. When the concentration reaches zero the service is eliminated from the system. This provides a way to eliminate
harmful services from the system. When a service i is eliminated, all the services that it used will
stop receiving the positive feedback on the fitness, and will eventually also be eliminated.
Step 3. Selection
The selection mechanism operates according to a chemical reaction model based on multisets
[14]: substances that are present at a higher concentration in a chemical solution are more likely
to meet other compatible substances with which they can react, or which can catalyse new substances. When looking for a suitable service, a client may send a service discovery query to the
neighbourhood to find suitable candidates. More popular services are more likely to be hit by such
queries, and therefore bind to the potential clients, creating a client-server link in the interaction
graph. The service discovery mechanism is orthogonal to the chemical model but influenced by
it, in the sense that services occurring at higher concentrations have a higher likelihood to be
discovered than those occurring at low concentrations.
Step 4. Generating new candidate services
The graph system is dynamic. The elimination, addition and movement of services, as well
as interaction changes, are reflected by transformations on the graphs Gclientserver and Gevolution
which occur every period T , with a direct impact on Ginteractions . Nodes and links may be added
or deleted, and weights may be updated based on new fitness evaluation values.
Two genetic operators are modelled: mutation and crossover. A mutation of a given service
s into its variant s0 means that at the next instance of the graph (tu+1 = tu + T ) node s will be
replaced by node s0 . The potentially new behaviour of node s0 due to the mutation might have an
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impact on its fitness evaluation, therefore the weights on its incoming/outgoing links might change
as a consequence.
A crossover between two services s and r at time tu is represented by an edge (s, r) on
Gevolution (tu ). At tu+1 the edge is removed and two new nodes s0 and r0 are inserted, which
are the result of the crossover operation. The new nodes have the same set of links in the interactions graph as the original nodes, but their weights may change due to the new fitness evaluation.
It is worth remarking that a crossover may lead to an increase in population, since the offspring
do not necessarily replace their parents.
Step 5. Distributed continuous optimisation
In order to enable continuous evolution, the steps of fitness evaluation, transformation through
genetic operators, and selection must be performed at regular intervals, such that new, potentially
more suitable services can be generated, discovered and used instead of old ones. The system
elements are then constantly being evaluated and modified to adapt to new situations. As opposed
to traditional GAs and GP, there is no stop condition, as the system runs continuously.
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REVISION: Updated Research Roadmap

This section is an addendum to D2.2.2 produced upon request from our reviewers during the First
Project Review in Zurich, March 2007. Quoting from the review report:
BIONETS project encompasses evolution and adaptivity at both service as well as network levels. It is somehow vague at present (Section 7 in D222) how these two properties are realized at each level (for ex. How service/protocol evolution is realized in the
BIONETS context? What are the critical parameters of a service/protocol that evolve
and adapt?). You should provide clear roadmap that illustrates how these two properties are envisioned at both levels in BIONETS. Include your findings in a self-contained
section in D222 or under Section 7 of D222.
We must first of all recall that the scope of the present deliverable is restricted to evolution, as
opposed to adaptation.
Evolution and adaptation are distinguished according to their biological counterpart: Evolution
happens as a long-term consequence of small genome changes that are inherited from parents to
offspring. Species evolve across generations, while organisms adapt during their lifetimes (see also
Section 3.1).
In BIONETS, the “organisms” or “individuals” are protocol or service instances, while “species”
are collections of protocols or services providing the same or similar functionality. Evolution in
this context implies structural changes that are inherited from parent(s) to offspring. So we need
a notion of “generation”, which can be associated to forking a new instance of a service with parameters/code inherited from the previous instance. Short-term specific adaptation/learning that
does not survive to the “next generation” would not qualify as evolution. Evolution is necessarily
long-term, useful when the pre-established adaptive mechanisms are no longer sufficient.
Adaptive algorithms operate at short time scales, and are necessary for protocols and services to
quickly react to changes in the environment or in network conditions. For instance TCP includes an
adaptive algorithm for congestion control (recalling from Section 3.2). Currently such algorithms
are designed by humans, and require considerable skills and effort. Evolving these algorithms
automatically is certainly a challenge worth being investigated on its own. At first, however,
BIONETS does not impose that all the evolved protocols and services must be adaptive. An
interesting research challenge would be to verify whether adaptive algorithms emerge as an outcome
of the evolution process. At the moment we are not able to demonstrate that, but during the course
of the project we expect to gain more insights on it. Indeed, some related literature is available,
for instance [39] on coupling evolution across generations with a lifetime learning process in order
to produce individuals able to adapt to their environment. Recently [50], Genetic Programming
(GP) was applied to evolve round-trip time estimators for TCP, which are shown to outperform
the currently widespread estimator. These samples of related research could be used as seed for
future work in evolving adaptive algorithms for BIONETS protocols and services.
Notwithstanding the relevance of adaptation, we must work first on the evolution problem
alone, which is per se already significantly complex. The remainder of this section will therefore
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focus on evolution only.
This discussion reveals one amendment or clarification concerning the service lifecycle described
in BIONETS Deliverable D3.2.1 [99]. There, evolution including service transformation is part of
the lifecycle, therefore one expects a service to evolve during its lifecycle. Instead, the idea was
to incorporate mechanisms that create the conditions for evolution, like a service representation
in the form of a genotype, together with the corresponding genetic operators such as crossover
and mutation. So the lifecycle should clearly include some form of reproduction ability, but not
necessarily evolution by itself. Clearly, it does not make sense to talk about incorporating evolution
ability per se into service individuals, as evolution is an emergent property that can only be observed
after several generations, thus several iterations of service transformations and selections. We plan
to make this issue more clear and concrete in the upcoming Deliverable D3.2.2.
We divide evolution research in BIONETS into three topics: evolution of configurations, of
compositions, and of functionality. These are associated with items (i), (ii) and (iv) of the roadmap
of Section 3.4, respectively. Note that item (iii) (evolution of interfaces) has been dropped from
the list for the time being, since its priority and exact realization are still unclear. There are more
than sufficient research issues to be explored even if we assume that the interfaces of protocols and
services are not subject to evolution. The current state and potential contributions for each topic
are outlined below.

8.1

Evolution of Configurations

One property of autonomics is self-configuration. Most protocols, even adaptive and self-organizing
ones, typically have a list of parameters that must be tuned beforehand for a given target operation
scenario. This is often done in an ad hoc way, due to the lack of guidelines on how to tune these
parameters properly. No rules for tuning parameters are available, simply because, if they had been
available, they would have been used to automatically tune them in software. Those parameters left
open to manual configuration typically reveal areas where a clear procedure to obtain the optimum
is unknown. An evolutionary approach to automatically find the best choice of parameters, and
reconfigure the system dynamically would therefore represent an important contribution to the
field of autonomics.
BIONETS has proposed to use epidemic forwarding to exchange service genotypes [31]. In
its simplest form, a service genotype encodes a list of configuration parameters to be evolved.
A selection mechanism operates at each node to select the best genotypes among those received
via epidemic spread. This results in a form of online decentralized Genetic Algorithm. This
idea was the seed for the BIONETS project, and its feasibility should be demonstrated during
the project. An earlier investigation was conducted on the convergence properties of the resulting
distributed evolutionary processes [32] (summarized in Section 6.2). More recently, we have applied
this genotype dissemination approach to the evolution of parameters in the epidemic forwarding
protocols themselves [2, 3].
The concept of evolving parameter configurations is generic and can be applied to protocols as
well as to services. It suffices to specify the set of parameters in the genotype according to the
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problem at hand. In practice however, the consortium has focused on SP1 protocols as case studies.
This is because, on one hand, SP3 must focus on the evolution of compositions as described in
Section 8.2, and on the other hand, back to SP1, evolving protocol implementations from scratch is
difficult, so it is more realistic to start with their parameters only. Moreover, epidemic forwarding
protocols, especially those in [2, 3], have the special property that not all the nodes in the network
need to use exactly the same parameter values. A totally decentralized evolution process is feasible
in this case. In a generic case, for either protocols or services, an evolution mechanism would
have to consider the case where changing a parameter in one node (e.g. at the source node)
would require changing a similar or complementary one in another node (e.g. the sink node).
In case of highly distributed applications with multiple sources and sinks, the problem becomes
extremely challenging. At the present stage we simplify the problem by focusing on cases where
such interdependencies do not occur.
In the experiments in [2, 3] only two parameters were evolved: the forwarding probability and
the maximum number of hops that a packet may traverse. Each node uses these parameters to
configure a forwarding policy that decides whether a packet should be forwarded or not. It is
shown that the system is able to automatically find optimum policies that achieve equivalent or
better performance than when probabilistic forwarding is hand-tuned for a given scenario.
As a side outcome of [2, 3], a stable simulation package was developed for the dissemination of
protocol genotypes. It runs on top of the Omnet++ simulator. The plans for the next stage are to
integrate this package with the simulation tools currently being developed in WP1.3, and proceed
with the experiments, improving on dynamic optimization aspects [68].
We also wish to explore the evolution of other protocols beyond epidemic dissemination. In
the long run, we would like to move towards evolution of strategies rather than just parameters,
applying upcoming results in evolutionary game theory expected from WP2.1.

8.2

Evolution of Compositions

This topic acknowledges the fact that not all system elements can be realistically evolved from
scratch. Instead, one can compose “new” services out of elementary building blocks which are
dynamically selected according to their fitness. Ideally, these building blocks should emerge from
the evolutionary process, but in practice this is difficult to achieve (for instance, automatically
defined functions and other modular approaches to GP have multiple limitations). One could then
assume that at initialization time a number of atomic (i.e. indivisible, non-composite) building
blocks or service cells are available to compose service individuals that contain the necessary
functionality.
Of course it does not make sense to compose these individuals by choosing blocks randomly.
In some early GP experiments with fraglets [130], we have used homologous recombination as a
metaphor for exchanging only compatible modules. These modules were programmed by hand
and annotated before being included in the initial population. Analogously, one assumes that a
service description associated to each cell is available, as well as some composition logic to form
new individuals. The composition logic could be initially based on simple type matching, and at
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a later stage based on semantic information.
The task is then simply to compose the service according to such information, by selecting,
for each needed functionality, one or more alternative implementations of the corresponding cells;
each cell is then evaluated at runtime, and those that do not perform well enough should be
discarded. Some initial protocol selection experiments were performed to validate this concept
[104] (summarized in Section 7.5).
Note that the new service must be evaluated in both functional (Does it do what it is intended
to do? e.g. does it deliver information properly? Does it calculate things properly? etc.) and nonfunctional aspects (e.g. performance: how well it performs its functions, how big the code is, etc.).
Fitness evaluation relies on the service description to provide such functional and non-functional
expectations on a service, which must then be contrasted with the actual observed behaviour and
performance: the fitness is the difference between the expected and the observed values. For
an unknown service (e.g. newly created) the expected values could be inherited from the parents’
descriptions, or could be taken by comparison to similar services from the same species. The ability
to perform such an evaluation in a reliable way is crucial to selecting a given service (or not) into
the composition, and is subject of current research. This work is related to WP4, since security and
trust issues are involved (How to make sure an evalution can be trusted? How to securely share
previous evaluations of existing individuals, in order to minimize the need to constantly re-evaluate
them?)
Although this task seems to represent no real challenge in terms of Evolutionary Computing
(EC) itself (instead, it can be regarded as a degenerated form of EC) it does present some big
challenges at the level of system interactions. First of all, it should be possible to switch modules
in a smooth way, without disrupting system operation; or to benefit from multiple alternative
modules in parallel, each contributing to provide part of the service; or to use them in a redundant
way for fault tolerance purposes. Second, since individuals might be reused to compose other
individuals, recursively, this generates a cascade fitness evaluation process, in which the fitness of
an individual is determined by the fitness of its underlying cells, and perhaps also influenced by
the fitness of neighboring individuals. The research challenge is then to provide robust dynamic
composition mechanisms that can cope with potential side-effects of such cascade fitness evaluation
process, leading to a feasible online composition mechanism. Starting from our initial formulation
of this problem in [88] (summarized in Section 7.6), research is in progress in SP3 to define a graph
representation and a robust fitness evaluation model that should make this composition approach
possible.
Such composite systems could exhibit complex dynamics. A potential research direction here
is to co-evolution [101] the branch of EC that studies the complex dynamics arising from the
interplay among co-evolving populations. First of all, it is important to understand how different
species (here represented by different services) evolve simultaneously, possibly influencing each
other. The second step is then to devise optimum strategies that can make evolution more forward
in a more efficient way in this context. Techniques for the analysis of co-evolutionary systems
include evolutionary game theory and dynamical systems theory. An interaction with WP2.1 is
envisaged to help making progress in this topic.
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Evolution of Functionality

The aim of this topic is to optimize the internal implementation of a service cell as defined in
Section 8.2. We assume that the modified cells keep the same interface and semantics of their
parents, i.e., they can still be considered as (atomic) individuals that belongs to the same species,
such that they can still be composed with others as described in the previous section. This is
because we have dropped or at least postponed the evolution of interfaces issue (as pointed out at
the beginning of Section 8) in order to make the problem tractable. This restricts what the system
can really do in terms of truly creating new functionality, since an entirely new functionality would
also require an entirely new interface. Still, this does not prevent a cell with fixed interface from
evolving entirely new ways to achieve a given goal. This goal could change in time, if it is provided
as input to the cell, and not as part of the interface (see also Section 7.2 for a related discussion).
If online evolution is a challenging topic, online code evolution is even more challenging, since the
generated code must be executed in an operating environment, without the opportunity for isolated
lab tests. Programs must therefore be resilient to harmful mutations and other perturbations of
their code base, and must support full self-modification in order to evolve new functionality in an
unbounded way. Living organisms are so far the best example of such intrinsic robustness, which
artificial systems so far fail to match.
Note that there is a fundamental difference between robustness in living beings or in artificial
life, and in software that implements a concrete service for a user. In the former case the fitness
criterion is the survival of the individual, no matter whether it causes harm to others or not. While
in the latter, services must remain faithful to their users even in the presence of disruptions; this
means that functionality should be preserved with an acceptable level of performance. This is an
extended fault tolerance property: the system should work even after parts of it modify themselves
to achieve a next step in the evolution process.
We have identified artificial chemical computing as a promising programming model to achieve
such online resilience, as multiple execution paths could co-exist and be regulated to reinforce
the fittest ones dynamically. Our investigations started with our fraglets programming language,
which was originally designed for the automated synthesis and evolution of network protocols [120].
During BIONETS we have performed some first experiments on a code regulation mechanism as an
asynchronous selection mechanism for fraglet code [129]. These experiments involved very simple
code still without any evolution mechanism.
The next two immediate steps currently in progress are: First of all, to enhance the fraglets
language with generic computation properties such that it can be used to implement services in
BIONETS, as well as to implement more complex protocols.
Second, to design and implement an evolution framework based on fraglets, such that fraglet
programs presenting such robustness characteristics can be evolved. Although the language was
originally designed with automatic programming in mind, in practice our experiments showed that
it is not so easy. Fraglets have almost no syntactic constraints: any string is a fraglet, so recombining or mutating fraglets always results in a syntactically valid fraglet. Similar characteristics have
been proposed in other languages targeted at GP [59, 116], with the same motivation: a syntax
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that can be easily manipulated, always resulting in a viable program. It might appear tempting
to use these languages instead of fraglets, however, their stack-based architecture does not easily
lend them to a resilient execution model, since a stack is a natural single point of failure. They
also lack the notion of light-weight mobile code fragments that can be easily transported between
nodes; this notion present in fraglets provides a natural metaphor for a genotype exchange model
that is close to biology.
In the case of fraglets, the molecular computing model implies that the output of a computation
must be tagged such that it can be properly recognized as a substrate for the next reaction in the
computing pathway towards a solution. Applying genetic operators to fraglets in a naive way
simply breaks the execution path most of the time, resulting in malformed fraglets in terms of
expected arguments (these are discarded when detected by the interpreter), or fraglets that are
never used, leading to dead-ends in the reaction path, when no further computation takes place
because of a lack of matching tags.
Execution path disruption is not an issue in other artificial chemistries such as [17]. In [17],
instructions are drawn from a multiset and executed in random order. They show that evolution
leads to highly reproducible output independent of execution order, a resilience property which we
also aim at. The architecture is based on a register machine with a fixed number of registers. It is
always possible to read input values from random registers, compute some function with them, and
write the result to another random register. Therefore, execution path disruption can never occur.
In fraglets the situation is different, since the amount of tags varies from one program to the other
and crossover might result in new, removed or duplicated tags. Morever, the fraglet interpreter
does not draw instructions in random order for execution, but chooses them among those which
are either standalone transformations or reactions with matching tags.
Note that obtaining valid execution paths is not strictly required by the system, as the fitness
evaluation and selection mechanism should be able to eliminate invalid individuals. Moreover,
individuals could evolve parallel execution paths, such that disrupting one of them would still
make execution possible. However, in order to make evolution move forward in reasonable time,
the genetic operators must produce viable individuals with a high probability. It is well known
in Evolutionary Computing that the genotype representation and the genetic operators applied
to it play a key role in the performance of the evolutionary process. The genotype to phenotype
mapping scheme is included in this representation problem, and it is well known in GP that indirect
encodings like Cartesian GP [87] and Grammatical Evolution [95] can greatly help in obtaining
viable individuals.
We are now working on an indirect encoding scheme for fraglets, based on Cartesian GP [87]
in order to guarantee that each individual has at least one valid execution path. In Cartesian GP,
genotypes can be represented as strings of integers which decode into a path through functional
blocks analogous to logical gates in electronic circuits. This guarantees that the resulting program
has a valid path from input to output. We are currently working on the representation in fraglets
of a Cartesian GP genotype (basically a long string of integers represented as a fraglet) and the
corresponding genetic operators also in fraglets, such that the fraglet code to be executed could be
derived by fraglet rules that rewrite the genotype into the actual code.
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We have also considered the use of Grammatical Evolution [95], another form of indirect encoding for GP, but have for the moment discarded it, since the main obstacle in obtaining valid
fraglets by mutation and crossover is not the syntax (as there are hardly any syntax constraints in
the language itself) but the semantics (production of the right tags at the right moment). Moreover
it would probably not be straightforward to implement a full BNF grammar derivation engine (as
required in Grammatical Evolution) in fraglets.
We start by evolving fraglets to solve a symbolic regression problem which is a typical benchmark in GP. Once this works, we plan to move to more realistic problems in the BIONETS scenario,
such as evolving a controller given some sensor input, and later evolving distributed controllers for
a sensor/actuator network. The current state of this research will be reported in more detail in
D3.2.2.

8.4

Summary

Although the three topics outlined above are valid for protocols as well as for services, different
BIONETS workpackages have focused on either one or the other, in order to make the problem
tractable. Namely:
• Evolution of Configurations is now clearly linked to SP1 and mapped to the evolution of
epidemic protocols, currently work in progress with first results on [2, 3]. Main partners
currently involved: CN and INRIA.
• Evolution of Compositions is a main theme within SP3 and mapped to the evolution
of composite services, where the main research issues are the representations for service
cells and service individuals (currently a graph representation is being considered) and the
impact of cascade fitness evaluations. Main partners currently involved: INRIA and TUB.
• Evolution of Functionality should backtrack to SP2 for a year or so, where basic research
on fraglets and the evolution of chemical programs should lead to a generic evolution framework where self-evolving programs take care of their own genetic operations in a resilient way.
Afterwards, the plan is to show case studies in SP3 on the evolution of distributed controllers
for a sensor/actuator network, and in SP1 on the epidemic spread of protocol code using a
chemical diffusion model. Main partners currently involved: UBASEL and UNIHH.
We believe that these three orthogonal topics sufficiently cover the research landscape directly
needed for the success of BIONETS. In a final stage, depending on the progress in each of these
topics, an integration could be envisaged, but care should be taken not to lose focus in this effort,
since the risk of considering too many topics simultaneously is that no concrete conclusions can be
derived that help advancing the state of the art in online evolution.
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Conclusion and Next Steps

Pervasive disconnected environments as those considered for BIONETS call for an autonomic
computing and communication approach in order to obtain scalable self-managed systems. Selfevolution is an important property of these systems, without which they cannot be made fully
autonomic.
Evolution in this context is an open-ended, long-term process in which the system is continuously undergoing self-optimisation, i.e., transforming itself to comply to significant changes in
requirements or in the environment. Evolution goes beyond short-time reactive adaptations that
are pre-programmed in the system and for which well-known techniques can be employed.
In an autonomic system, evolution is the result of a combined process involving transformation
operations, fitness evaluation, selection with competitive pressure, and communication (for diffusion and deployment purposes). Contrary to traditional evolutionary computing, the distributed
and on-line characteristics of self-evolving autonomic systems put communication at the centre of
the evolution process: communication is essential to exchange information for transformation purposes (e.g. crossover of programs), which ensures the variability of the system; it is also essential
to spread good service variants to where they are demanded; and it plays a key role in providing fitness evaluation feedback in a distributed way. This opens up new domains in evolutionary
computing, which have remained so far almost unexplored.
In this document we have identified the main building blocks and research agenda of an evolutionary framework for the distributed on-line evolution of protocols and services in BIONETS. We
divide the problem into two main parts: micro-evolution and macro-evolution. The micro-evolution
part deals with the local small-scale evolutionary operations, while the macro-scale studies the
global large-scale implications of the actions taken at micro-scale. The differences between the
tools and methods for each part have been highlighted, and some first insights and results have
been presented.
The next step is now to apply these insights to services in BIONETS WP3.2 and protocols in
WP1.2. A performance evaluation of evolutionary protocols is intended within WP1.3. Another
important issue is to elaborate on security, more specifically adaptive and evolutionary security
mechanisms able to track an evolving platform. This is being done in WP4. Some of these
activities are already in progress. For instance, the integration of evolution within the service
lifecycle. Evolution operations are inherently part of the lifecycle of services in BIONETS: these
services are constantly being evaluated and selected. Selection creates a competitive pressure
that provides an incentive for the service to perform transformations that will improve its fitness,
therefore its performance in given context. Selection also ensures robustness against failures or
misbehaving services, as these would receive a low fitness value and be eliminated from the system.
We believe this provides a new service paradigm that can change the way services are deployed
and managed, and that can lead to truly autonomic services.
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